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By The Associated Press
MARION, Ill (AP) — Ten
patients died under the care of
an embattled surgeon during the
roughly 20 months he worked at
a Veterans Affairs hospital in
southern Illinois, according to a
letter released Friday.
But Illinois Sens. Dick
Durbin and Barack Obama, who
received the letter, said they're
not satisfied with the department's response to pointed questions about how the agency handled a background check before
hiring Dr. Jose Veizaga-Mendez
at the Marion, Ill., VA hospital.
The senators also are concerned about the overall quality
of care veterans receive at the
hospital and perhaps elsewhere
in the VA system.
The department's unfolding
probe of Veizaga-Mendez and
federal patient privacy laws precluded the release of details
about the deaths, Acting
Veterans Affairs Secretary
Gordon Mansfield told the senators in the letter dated Oct. 12
and released Friday by Durbin.
Durbin said last month VA
officials told him nine veterans
— all in some way linked to 1
Veizaga-Mendez — died at the
hospital during a six-month period ending in March, during
which the hospital would have
expected only two deaths.
Bolivian-trained VeizagaMendez, 69, worked at the
Marion hospital from January
2006 until he resigned Aug. 13,
three days after a Kentucky man
apparently bled to death after
undergoing gallstone-removal
surgery Veizaga-Mendez performed.
The hospital suspended its
inpatient operations shortly
afterward, and Durbin and
Obama have publicly prodded
the VA for answers, including
how it hired Veizaga-Mendez,
who last year sun-endered his
Massachusetts medical license.
On Wednesday, Illinois regulators indefinitely suspended
Veizaga-Mendez's license after
he agreed to stop practicing in
the state.
Veizaga-Mendez, who did
not attend Wednesday's hearing,
has no listed telephone number
in Illinois and Massachusetts
and has been unreachable for
comment. Telephone messages
left with his attorney for the
matter, A. Jay
licensing
Goldstein, were not returned.
Durbin and Obama want the
VA to explain why it believes
the deaths at the Marion VA
spiked from October 2006
through March 2007.
The VA told the senators that
36 deaths at the Marion hospital
from April through September
of this year — after the apparent
spike — were 2.4 percent of all
hospital discharges, a rate consistent with the national VA
medical center's inpatient mortality rate of 2.45 percent last
year.
The VA's response "raised
it
than
questions
more
answered," Durbin and Obama
said Thursday in a letter to
•See
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HAY RIDE

By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
Gov. Ernie Fletcher and
Democratic challenger Steve
Beshear squabbled Sunday
night over domestic partner
benefits for public university
employees and the state's
record in creating lasting jobs
and providing
more help for
social workers
huge
facing
caseloads.
In their latest
faceoff,
Beshear took
more pokes at
a merit hiring
that
scandal
plagued much
of the Republican governor's
term. And the two even questioned each other's hunting
experience.
The two were constantly on
the attack during the hourlong
debate, coming a little more
than two weeks before the Nov.
6 election. The debate was
broadcast live on WHAS-TV in
Louisville and WTVQ-TV in
Lexington
The disagreements flared
early when the candidates were
asked about domestic partner
health benefits.
Fletcher said state money
should not fund health insurance costs for gay couples at

universities. Beshear said the
matter should be left up to the
schools because they compete
with other universities across
the globe.
"He (Beshear) wants folks
out there —
taxpayers —
many of which
can
barely
their
afford
own
health
insurance to
pay for the
health insurance of gay
couples at our
Flstchsr
universities,"
Fletcher said. "I
think there's a better way of
making health care affordable
and available. That's making
sure it's available for everyone,
not putting on your back the fact
that Steve wants to have you
pay for health insurance for gay
couples."
Beshear countered that
flip-flopped
had
Fletcher
because of politics.
"That's a local university
issue and we both said that up
until this summer," Beshear
said. "Universities ought to be
able to make the decision about
how to fashion their health benefits package because they're
competing to bring faculty and
staff from all over the world."

III See Page 2A

WATCH THE SAWDUST FLY!

ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times
Farm
Sam Wortham, 5, expresses just how fun the hay loft slide is Saturday during Fall on the
Farm.
at Pullen

MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) —
It's been a long road coming for
a promise.
A new four-lane U.S. 68Ky.80 highway in southern
Kentucky is still moving toward
completion — nearly 20 years
after it was first promised. A 10mile strip is slated to open early
next month, leaving only 30
unfinished miles of the 140-mile
highway from Bowling Green to
Mayfield.
The road was promised in
1990 by then-Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson as a way to make the
lake areas in western Kentucky
around
region
the
and
Mammoth Cave in Bowling
Green more accessible to
motorists.
.ziine sections, including 10
miles from Coldwater to Almo
in Calloway County and 20
miles between Marshall and
Trigg counties, remain unfin-

ished.
Tim Choate, manager of preconstruction at the district highway office, said grade and drain
dirt work is under way from
Coldwater to Almo and a paving
contract is scheduled to be
awarded in February.
Choate said work could be
completed by the end of 2008.
The Aurora-Cadiz section
will take at least eight to 10
years to complete and will be
the most expensive because it
involves new bridges over
Kentucky Lake and Lake
Barkley, officials said.
The state is in the early
stages of designing those
bridges, which are expected to
cost roughly $100 million each
and will compete for federal and
state funding with bridges over
the Ohio River in Louisville.
The Lake Barkley bridge is not
scheduled to begin construction

until 2010, and Kentucky Lake
bridge construction would follow in 2011.
They would take at least four
years to complete, officials say.
The bridges are expected to
be paid for with a combination
of 80 percent federal funds and
20 percent state funds. A decision on the designs is expected
in 2008.
Choate said the two additional lanes are not in the current
six-year plan, but all right of
way has been purchased and
utilities have been moved.
State highway officials also
are taking a second look at plans
for the 7.6-mile section from
Lake Barkley to the Cadiz
Bypass. Funding for that section
isn't included in the six-year
road plan, but it could be added
at the legislative session that
begins in January.

ERIC WALKER/Ledger & times
Murray-Calloway County Parks again played host to the
Kentucky Lumberjack Challenge Saturday. A large crowd was
on hand at the Central Park Amphitheater to watch many lumberjack contests, such as Wayne Slayton's first-place time of
4.69 seconds in this chain sawing event.
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Murray Police DaPartmard
drive off was reported at Pocket's Shell at E30 p.m

Friday
• An accident with iniunes was reported at 1 30 p m. at the intersection of Ky 80 and Van Cleve Road
• A complainant came into the police station to report a then at
7 44 a m Saturday
• A gas drive-off was reported at 4.56 p m at Five Star Market
• A Murray man was arrested following a traffic stop at the at the
intersection of Oakhill Drive and Wiswell Road. William Mathis.
22, of Murray was charged with DUI. possession of marijuana
and reckless driving when police were called to the area concerning Mathis yelling obscenities Mathis was arrested and his vehicle was towed
• Criminal mischief was reported at 8 45 a m Sunday at 1626
Hamilton St
• A vehicle was reported stolen at 10 12 a rn at 1109 Olive St
• A complainant came into the police station to report the theft of
a purse at 7 56 p m
• An attempted break-in VMS reported at 8 34 pm Sunday at 104
N 17th St
Information is obtained from reports
logs and citations from various agencies

Tire may have caused fatal van crash
INDIANAPOLIS(AP)— A tire blowout conflicting counts of 15, 16 or 17 passenmay have caused a van carrying passengers gers, Indiana State Police Sgt. Rod Russell
from an Amishslemunity to flip over on a said. Police and other rescuers searched for
highway, killing aim children and two additional injured people until it was clear
adults, police said today.
all people in the van were accounted for.
Eleven others were injured in the crash.
"It's controlled chaos, is what it is, when
Police said no other vehicles were you have a situation like this," with ejecinvolved Sunday when the southbound van tions and multiple victims, Russell said.
veered out of control on Interstate 69,
The victims hailed from Amish commuentered a grassy median and overturned, nities in Indiana. police said. Troopers
coming to rest in the northbound lanes near believed that the van may have been taking
Muncie, about 50 miles northeast of people home after a church function.
Indianapolis. The roof of the vehicle was
Amish people generally shun modem
shorn away.
conveniences but sometimes enlist nonWitnesses saw the rear left tire on the van Amish as drivers.
blow out before the crash occurred, and
Traffic in both directions was stopped as
police said in a statement that a preliminary authorities used the highway to land medical
investigation of the tires confirmed those helicopters. Northbound lanes of 1-69
did
observations.
not reopen until more than four hours after
It was not clear at first how many people the crash. Southbound lanes reopened about
had been nding in the van, as survivors gave two hours after the crash.

EKU president may get
extension
RICHMOND, Ky.(API — The interim president at Eastern Kentucky University may be getting a contract extension.
The university's Board of Regents is scheduled
to meet Monday morning, and it's expected to discuss starting a presidential search or keeping
Doug Whitlock, the interim president, on the job
for a longer time.
—The board has been inundated with positive
comments in support of President Whitlock's
leadership," EKU Board Chairman Hunter Bates
said.
Whitlock, 64. a former university administrator, was appointed to the job on an interim basis in
August. He replaced Joanne Glasser, who left to
accept the job as president of Bradley University
in Peoria, Ill.
Whitlock was vice president for administrative
affairs from 1998 until he retired in 2003 and continued to teach computer science classes part time
until 2006.
From 1976 to 1998, Whitlock was executive

Susie lngras saw the crash and went to
help the victims.
"We got up there and we had three bodies
that were just right by us," she said. "It's just
heartbreaking, especially them being so
young."
The crash occurred about 20 miles from
the site of an April 2006 collision between a
Taylor University van and a semitrailer rig
that killed four students and a university
'employee.
The crash resulted in widespread attention after an identity mixup in which an
injured student turned out to be a woman
originally believed to have died in the accident.
In April, four Amish riding in a pickup
were among eight people killed in a crash on
the Indiana Toll Road.

assistant to the president. He had previously been
director of publications and director of public
information and taught in the Department of Mass
Communications.

LOUISVILLE. Ky. (Al') --- Kentucky
Democrats are planning on sending "challengers"
to voting locations at precincts throughout the
state this year as a way to ensure the vote isn't
suppressed.
Democrats are also planning to track whether
registered voters have cast ballots and use that
information to try to get them to the polls during
the Nov.6 election.
Under state law, political parties may field
challengers to contest whether a prospective voter
is properly registered, is a felon or has properly
identified himself or herself. Parties are also
allowed to record voters' names.
Robert Keller, a Kentucky Democratic Party
spokesman, said the challengers are going to be at
polls acting as observers and note-takers.
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JUST A WALK IN 'THE PARK: A steady stream of walkers made their way around MurrayCalloway Chestnut Park Saturday morning for the annual American Heart Association Heart
Walk The event was one of the largest for AHA held in Murray

Mansfield.
The lawmakers demanded
inforthation ranging from breakdowns of actual and expected
rates of postoperative infection
during Veizaga•Mendet's time
-in Marion. hospitakreadmissions
within 30 days, average lengths
of hospitalizations and "other
relevant indicators of surgival
care quality."
They want thc VA to prove it
checked
the
National
Practitioner Data Bank before
hiring Vey/aim-Mendez and to
disclose what it found, including
"any information returned that
would gise the VA if reasonable
cause for concern in allowing
Dr. Veitaga-Mendcz to caw for
veterans"
'They're also asking the VA to
explain its credentialing process.
including questions it asked
Veizaga-Mendet. the responses
and whether they conflicted
With information the VA might
have known about charges or

against the doctor in •
Massachusetts.
The VA defended its vetting
ol Veizaga-Mendez. saying it
contacted Massachusetts' regulatory Board of Registration in
Medicine in December 2005.
which said the surgeon's license
there was "current." A query of
the Federation of State Medical
Boards showed HO actions. had
been taken against the doctor by
any state licensing hoards. the
VA said.
"The response from the
Mjssachusetls
regulatory)
board ASO disclosed that no
complaints had been investigated and closed regarding this
physician, and that no disciplinary actions had been taken
involving this physician," the
VA told the senators.
The VA did not know
whether Massachusetts officials
• were investigating VeizagaMendei because open complaints under review are not disclosed, the department said.
Even before the Marion VA

hired him in January 2006, the
doctor had paid out two malpractice suits in Massachusetts
and was under investigation
there on suspicion of botching
seven cases, two of which ended
in deaths.
The VA suggested to Durbin
and Obarna that "Congress. in
its oversight capacity, has the
power to obtain the information
you are requesting." A wntten
request from the chairman of the
Senate's Veterans' Affairs
Committee would enable the VA
to provide the information, the
response said.
Its investigation of cases
Veizaga-Mendez managed in
Marton should determine "if the
Care provided met acceptable
clinical standards." the VA said.
Durbin and Mama also want
the VA to detail whether it
believes problems with patient
safety and care extend beyond
Marion and if the VA's leadership is "aware of other allegations of poor patient care and lax
panent safety."

The Murray Ledger & Times'
Christmas In Our Backyard
magazine is interested in having
your Holiday Recipes, cookies, candy
or anything special you make at
Christmas time.
you have an interesting holiday recipe
let us know and ',crimpy it will be printed
and help capture the special holiday
spiritfound — In Our Buckram!!

CONTACT:
Eric Walker, Editor
at 753-1916
or e-mail
editor@murrayledger.com.

Photo provided
'GLORY'-OUS EVENING: Shown above is Dan Seaborn, founder of Winning at Home
Ministries, speaking at the Its All About His Glory' conference Saturday night sponsored by
Common Ground Ministries. Christian Comedian Brad Stine closed out the night by entertaining the approximately 1,000 people who attended the event.

Both the University nit
Louisville and the University of
Kentucky had plans to provide
health insurance coverage for
their employees' domestic partners.
The schools have revised
their plans after an attorney general's opinion in June found the
benefits were in violation of the
state constitution by offering
health insurance only to samesex and opposite-sex partners of
employees. The opinion did not
carry the force of law.
Beshear also criticized the
state's economic development
strategy, saying it focuses too
much on luring out-of-state
companies with tax incentives.
Too many times, he said, companies stay briefly, pocket the
incentises and then move their
operations to low-wage countries.
"It's time we stop that kind of
thing," Beshear said.
Beshear said he would concentrate on nurturing homegrown companies.
Fletcher countered that
Kentucky companies have
received more incentives than
out-of-state companies. He said
Beshear was wrong in claiming
that companies pocket incentives and then leave.
"Most of our incentives have
worked very well." he said.
The governor added that the
occasional company that does
leave
won't automatically
receive the incentives because
they have tin earn them.
The candidates also wrangled

over efforts to better protect
social workers and ease their
caseloads.
At Fletcher's urging, state
lawmakers passed legislation
this year that included several
million dollars to hire additional
social workers and improve
their safety. The legislation
stemmed from the slaying of
Boni Frederick, a western
Kentucky social services aide.
Frederick died a year ago after
being stabbed and beaten when
she took a I0-month-old boy for
a visit at his mother's house.
Beshear said that it took
Fletcher's administration too
long to deal with the issue. •
Fletcher said he proposed
$25 million to hire extra social
workers, bolster security at their
offices and create a safer environment for visits between birth
parents and abused or neglected
children. Fletcher said he ran
into resistance from some
Democratic House leaders
before a final version passed
that included less money than
the governor requested.
Beshear took more shots at
Fletcher for an investigation that
led to the governor's indictment
on charges that he violated state
hinng laws in an alleged scheme
to reward political supporters
with state jobs.
The indictment later was
dropped in a settlement with
prosecutors. Fletcher and at least
14 of his aides and associates
were indicted. Fletcher issued
pardons for everyone except
himself. Fletcher has criticized
the probe as a political witch

h.
During the debate, Fletcher
acknowledged mistakes were
made but, said they weren't
criminal.
"All the false allegations
were dropped," he said.
Beshear criticized Fletcher
for invoking his 5th Amendment
right when the' governor
appeared before the special
grand jury that investigated the
case.
"Why don't you step up as a
public official should and tell
the truth and let everybody
know what happened?" Beshear
asked.
Meanwhile. Fletcher poked
fun at Beshear for a television ad
that portrays him hunting.
Fletcher said Beshear had a bird
dog with him, then suggested
Beshear wasn't wearing proper
attire for bird hunting.
"I'm not sure who's teaching
you to hunt. hut it looked like it
was a new endeavor that you
really hadn't been very used to."
Fletcher said.
Beshear shot hack."I bet I've
hunted a lot more than this guy
has," referhng to Fletcher.
Fletcher bragged about bagging his first turkey this year.
After months of a hard-hitting campaign, the candidates
were asked to say something
nice about the other.
Fletcher praised Beshear's
work ethic. Beshear complimented Fletcher for getting
more money for the Kentucky
Horse Park in Lexington, in
preparation for the 2010 World
Equestrian Games.
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Garvin A. Wilson
Garvin A. Wilson, 94, Murray, died Sunday, Oct. 21, 2007, at
9:34 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. He was born Feb.
12.11913.Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of
arrangements. Online condolences may be sent to www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
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Dwain Elkins, 63, Kirksey, died Saturday, Oct. 20, 2007, at 8:30
a.m. at his home. He was born July 2, 1944. Imef-Miller Funeral
Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Polly B. McIntosh
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Mrs. Polly B. McIntosh,89, Mayfield, died Friday, Oct. 19, 2007,
at 8:45 p.m. at Green Acres Health Care Facility, Mayfield.
A former employee of Andover Clothing Company, she was a
member of New Life Baptist Church. Preceding her in death were
her parents, John Bivins and Lillie Cole Bivins; two brothers, J.D.
Bivins and Vincent Bivins; five sisters, Opal Maiming, Bobbie
Madding, Drama Paschall, Nora King and Ruth Elmore.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Geralene Dublin,
Farmington; two grandsons, Brad Dublin, Coldwater, and Craig
Dublin, Mayfield; two great-grandchildren; three great-great-grand-
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Residents scramble to load their belongings into cars and
evacuate the neighborhood as wind-driven flames approach
Canyon Country, Calif. east of Santa Clarita, Sunday.
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Wildfires sweep
S. Calif. killing 1,
destroying homes

:eshear's
compligetting
(entucky
gton, in
10 World

Harmon Allen Davis

MALIBU. Calif. (AP) — sheriff's deputies called resiOut-of-control wildfires threat- dents to alert them the fire was
ened thousands of Southern approaching the city, said San
California homes this morning, Diego sheriff's Lt. Phil Brust.
"The winds are up, it's very,
as firefighters raced to beat back
the blazes that have engulfed the very dangerous conditions," San
region, killing one, destroying Diego County spokeswoman
buildings and forcing thousands Lesley Kirk said. "Fires are
popping up all over the place."
to evacuate.
In Malibu, about 700 fireThe fires, which covered
swaths of drought-parched land fighters worked to protect hunfrom the high desert to the dreds of homes in several
Pacific Ocean, were being upscale communities nestled in
fanned by hot, dry Santa Ana the hills. About 1,500 people
desert winds. Some of the worst were evacuated and the blaze
damage was in Malibu, where a destroyed a church and several
church, homes and a castle were homes, one of them the landmark Castle Kashan, a stately
charred.
Things got worse early today, fortress-like home with turrets
when several new fires sprouted and arched windows. Chunks of
in San Diego conatty, adding to brick fell from the extenor of
the burning building overlookabout a dozen blazes that have
already burned more than ing the coast.
No residents or firefighters
40,000 acres. Though firefighters had been on high alert were injured, Los Angeles
because forecasters predicted County Fire Chief P. Michael
the winds, they admitted Freeman said.
The castle belonged to Lilly
Sunday night that they were
Lawrence, the daughter of a foroverwhelmed.
"You do not expect some- mer Iranian oil minister. She
thing to stretch our resources to said she was able to gather a few
this magnitude," Los Angeles things before the fire engulfed
County Fire Inspector Sam her home, including some jewPadilla said. "To try and staff elry and memorabilia that
something this big, you cannot included Elvis Presley's Army
fatigues.
predict it."
She didn't seem too worried
Arnold
Gov.
Schwarzenegger declared a about losing most of her belongstate of emergency late Sunday ings in the fire.
"My parents taught me not to
in seven counties. One person
died in a fire near San Diego, allow my possessions to posses
which burned more than 14,0(X) me," Lawrence told KABC-TV.
acres — or about 22 square "So, that's the story. The house
miles — about 70 miles south- is a house."
Winds carried embers across
east of San Diego, just north of
the Mexican border town of the Pacific Coast Highway,
Tecate, California Department closing the popular road and setof Forestry spokesman Matt ting fire to cars and trees in the
parking lot of a shopping center
Streck said.
Four firefighters and at least where a supermarket, drug store
10 other people were hospital- and other shops were damaged.
"This fire is zero percent
ized, Streck said. Some of the
injured were hikers, and others contained, which means we're
at the mercy of the wind." actmay be illegal immigrants.
Another blaze devoured ing Malibu Mayor Pamela
more than 5.000 acres in north- Conley Ulich said.
ern San Diego County and
forced the evacuation of the
community of Ramona, which
has a populatiOn of about
36,0(X).
Several structures were
burned on the edge of town and
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Gamer and Edna Sills Gamer.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Alice Coleman Garner, tc.v.:
whom he was married Nov. 28, 194.6. Through their 60 years of marriage, the couple enjoyed gardening, golfing, and traveling to the:
National Rural Letter Carriers Convention each year. The Coleman,.
Kelso and Bybee families enjoyed over 35 years of Christmas gath-.:
erings at the Garner's home on Purdom Road.
Also surviving are one brother-in-law, Pat Coleman and wife,:
Anna Lou, Murray; three nephews, Barry Bybee and wife, Sandy:
Cadiz, Garry (Buddy) Bybee and wife, Sharon. Murray, and Pat
Coleman Jr. and his wife, Brenda, Columbia, Tenn; two nieces,•
Sharon Kelso and husband, Johnny, Murray, and Pam Logue and
husband, Bruce, Benton; several great and great-great nieces and
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The funeral for Hatton Garner will be today (Monday) all p.m.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Horne. John Dale and Dr.
Todd Buck will officiate. Music will be by Nelson Key and Emma
Dean Clayton.
Pallbearers will be Joshua Bybee, Pat (Trey) ;
Coleman Ill. Johnny Kelso, Justin Kelson, Jody .•
Kelso and Bruce Logue., active; Calloway County:.
Rural Letter Carriers and Staff, honorary. Burial will
follow in the Elm Grove Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mr. Garner, 93, Purdom Road, Murray, died Thursday, Oct. 18,
2007, at 5:33 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
An Army veteran of World War II, he served as a medic in both.'
the Europe and the Pacific theatres. He served as a letter carrier in
Murray and Calloway County and retired from the U.S. Postal
Service in 1978 after 25 years of service. A member of Elm Grove
Baptist Church, he also attended University Church of Christ. He
was a 1933 graduate of Murray High School. One of his many
accomplishments included traveling through each of the lower 48 ;
states in a car while also traveling to Alaska and Hawaii. Born April :
8, 1914 in Calloway County, he was the son of the late Loman C.
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Hatton Garner

Harmon Allen Davis, 83, Salyer Creek Road, Benton, died
Saturday. Oct. 20, 2007, at 5:55 p.m. at Calvert
City Convalescent Center, Calvert City.
A retired employee of Airco Carbide, Calvert
City, he was an Army veteran of World War II,
serving in the Pacific and European Theaters, and
the Korean Conflict. He also worked for several
years as a guard at Fisher-Pnce Toys, Murray, and
as a greeter at Collier Funeral Home, Benton, He
nephews.
was a member and trustee of Community Chapel
Church, Benton, and a lifetime member of Doric
Davis
Lodge No. 737 of Free and Accepted Masons.
Preceding him in death were his wife, Opal 'Service After Sale
Johnston Davis, his parents, William Davis and
'Full Parts Dept
Gladys Culp Davis, and two sisters.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Queava
&
Davis Sutherland and husband, Johnny, Calvert 'Locally Owned
City; one son, Kenton Shawn Davis and wife, Gina. Benton; one
Operated
brother, Billy Davis and wife, Louise. Paducah; one granddaughter,
BMW
Mrs. Chaney Boatright and husband, Darron, Murray; one grandson,
ns,
great-grandso
two
Benton;
Kenita,
wife,
and
Jason Sutherland
Fletcher Boatwright, Murray, and Dallas Sutherland, Benton; special
1 . N-1.1 its Stri..tst • 753- I SSC,
friend, Louise Boone, Gilbertsville.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Jeff Cox and Rev. Charles Frazier will
l'OR I
officiate. Burial will follow ha the Salyers Cemetery, Calvert City,
4 Si
with military ntes at the grave site.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
• 1.1 9 .1 /II
1,“
Investments Since 1854
(Monday). Masonic rites will be at 7 tonight at the funeral home.
International,
Gideons
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
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Preceding him in death were his wife, Judith L. Mollehour
112_18 +.10
IBM
Ramey, to whom he was married on July 25, 1974, and who died
May 30. 2003, his father, Charles Arthur Ramey, and one brother.
He was born March 6, 1942 in Prestonsburg, Ky.
Financial Consultants IL-R)
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Deanna Forestal,
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Darryl
and
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
Indianapolis; two sons, David Ramey, Murray, Ky.,
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Ramey, Convoy, Ohio; his mother, Mrs. Mary Campbell Ramey,
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children.
A graveside service was Sunday at 2 p.m. at Mayfield Memory
Gardens with Rev. Jimmy Madding officiating. Brown Funeral
Home of Mayfield was in charge of arrangements. Expressions of
sympathy may be made to Lourdes Hospice, 2855 Jackson St.,
Paducah, KY 42003.
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Successful
Politics 101
I've never known an elected official - a
FRANKFORT
good one. bad one or merely mediocre - who missed an
opportunity to boast of his or her accomplishments in office.
Most would claim credit for the sun rising in the east
every morning if they thought they could get away with it
And when running for re-election, the first order of business for any elected official's campaign is to remind voters
as often as possible of what that official has done for them
while in public office.
It's Successful Politics 101.
Why, then, did Gov. Ernie Fletcher's reelection campaign wait six months until
less than three weeks before the Nov. 6
election to launch a media ad featunng
Fletcher reciting his accomplishments in his
first term in office and asking Kentuckians
to vote for him?
Fletcher's campaign wasted weeks and
hundreds of thousands of dollars on televiads opposing casino gambling and
Agree Or sion
nominee Steve Beshear's proDemocratic
Not
posal to put the issue on the ballot for a
By Todd Duvall
vote.
Syndicated
It didn't work after the first anti-casino
Columnist
ad appeared. It didn't work after the seventh ad appeared. In fact, the anti-gambling
campaign succeeded only In alienating the state's horse
breeding and racing industries that want casino gambling. It
turned off voters in Northern Kentucky. in Jefferson County
and in other urban areas - the folks in Owensboro want a
casino so had they can taste it - and those are the areas
with the largest concentration of voters.
Did no one in the Fletcher campaign think before they
leaped off the cliff.'
Then someone dusted off a decade-old report on Beshear
and his law firm's handling of the bankruptcy of Kentucky
Central Life Insurance Co.
A scandal!
While Beshear was bloodying Fletcher over the very real
and very public hiring scandal during his first term, the
Fletcher campaign thought it had the perfect counter scandal
involving big bucks, lawyers and a conflict of interest.
It turns out the report found no Beshear conflict. Even a
retired judge who endorsed Beshear's work on the bankrupt
cy - himself a Republican and a Fletcher supporter - publicly lambasted the Fletcher campaign ad attacking Beshear.
Another cliff jump.
So last week, with the clock ticking down to 6 a.m. Nov.
6. the Fletcher campaign released a teley ision ad featuring
Fletcher and his wife Glenna in the Executive Mansion. and
Fletcher finally talking about what he has accomplished over
the last lour years.
It should have been the first of a series beginning in
August, not the middle of (ktoher.
Instead of wasting time and money trooping off to Illinois
to he filmed talking to embezzlers and gambling addicts.
Fletcher should have been in front ot new industrial plants
and high tech businesses that have located in Kentucky since
2001 lie should have been shown talking to Medicaid recipients whose benefits were threatened by the 5.3(1) million
deficit when Fletcher took office.
He probably could have found a small business owner
who isn't angry at the alternative minimum tax that was part
ot Fletc hers tax overhaul
Instead Kentucky voters were treated to a senes of attacks
tilt Beshear hut were never given a reason to give Fletcher a
chance at governing.
sec
In the meantime. Beshear's campaign kept up a relentless
diumheat of media ads that reminded voters time and time
again why they should not give Fletcher that second chance.
And the polls reflect the success of Beshear's strategy and
the failure of Fletcher's
The latest Fletcher ads will convince some of the remaining undecided voters to hack the incumbent governor. hut an
a v. tut lot of Kentuckians already hay e made up their minds
Whoever rolled the dice on the anti-casino strategy gets
.in "I.- in Successful Politics 101
rod,' Duvall is editorial page editor for The State Journal
if I rankfort
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Promises, Promises
In 2006 Nancy Pelosi
promised the. Amencan people that if they would vote
to give Democrats control of
Congress, making her Speaker of the House, they would
come to Washington and
"drain the
swamp."
More
than a year
later,
Democrats
have converted the
alleged
Republican
swamp into
a vast pit
Making
of quickSense
sand into
By Michael
which
Reagan
America's
Syndicated
national
Columnist
and financial security
are slowly sinking.
Democrats chortle over the
president's dismal 24 percent
populanty rating, hut they
have to look up to see it
from their own popularity
rating of a tiny II percent.
Madame Speaker, once
hailed by the media and her
fellow Democrats as a
shrewd politician who would
turn her tenure as the first
woman to occupy the Speaker's chair into a stellar performance, has been revealed
as a bumbling San Francisco-style far-out liberal Democrat with nary a notion as to
what this nation really stands
for.
Despite their protests to
the contrary. her party has
resealed itself to be Marxist
itt every sense of the word.

Without exception, the social
programs they espouse are
rooted in socialist doctrines.
They distrust the American
people to manage their own
affairs without the deadly
hand of the federal government gripping them by the
shoulders and draining their
wallets.
No matter what the problem, they have two
approaches to solve it spending vast amounts of
money on socialist-style solutions, and paying for them
by raising taxes -- allegedly
on the "rich," who appear in
Democrat eyes to be any
family earning more than
$5,0 a week.

That, however, is nor the
most obvious result of the
voters' decision to oust the
Republicans from control of
Capitol Hill (a fate they
brought upon themselves by
acting like wild-spending
Democrats). It's the revelation that the Democrat
majority is absolutely incompetent and totally unfit to
govern any nation.
You need look no further
than the Speaker Pelosi's
willingness to poke a sharp
stick into the eyes of one of
America's closest allies in
the war on terror, and one
of our strongest supporters,
Turkey.
Ignoring the fact that
Turkish support is vital to
our troops in Iraq, the
madam of the House threw
her full weight behind a resolution to condemn Turkey
for something that happened
nearly a century ago. and in
which not a single living

OUR

the unhinged George Soros
left, the teachers' unions, big
labor bosses, trial lawyers,
and assorted pie-in-the-sky
liberals shaking in, their
boots over the imagined
threat that Earth and everyone on it is in the process
being barbecued by Mother
Nature.
In an effort to mollify the
rabid anti-war left that wants
us out of Iraq now -- no
matter what the dreadful
consequences for world peace
Rep. Nancy Pelosi
and an oil-dependent world
D-Calif.
economy -- the Democrat
Congressional leadership has
being in Turkey had any
sought to have it both ways:
Pan.
make loud noises about endWhy? Simply because it
ing the war, while throwing
bloc
voting
a
please
would
up their hands and telling all
in Mrs. Pelosi's home state.
those nuts in San Francisco
Fortunately, a number of
that they are at the mercy of
her fellow House Democrats
big, bad George Bush who
suddenly realized that she
is using his massive 24 perwas leading them into the
cent popularity to tie their
quicksand. and saner heads
hands and frustrate their
seem to be prevailing as
Pelosi's political turkey heads efforts to cut and run.
.1 won't argue that the
for the chopping block.
Republicans didn't deserve to
This, however, is symptohave their ears pinned back
matic of the problem of
handing power to the current in 2006, but who knew that
in getting rid of one crew of
Leftist-dominated Derhocrat
Washington insiders the
party, which has a twonation was put in the hands
pronged approach to governof the gang that can't shoot •
ing the nation: do everything
straight, or even figure out
possible to win elections by
satisfying certain various vot- which end of the gun to
point.
ing blocs no matter how
much their policies threaten
Mike Reagan, the eldest
the safety and security of
son of the late President
the American people, and
Ronald Reagan, is heard on
move as far to the left as
more than 200 talk radio
possible without revealing
stations nationally as part of
their total dedication to the
the Radio America Network.
coercive policies of Karl
E-mail comments to ReaMarx.
gan@caglecartoons.com.
To put it simply, this
party is wholly owned by

READERS
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in cemetery preservation in general will
To the Editor.
be interested in this event which is
I wish to make the public aware of
planned to last no longer than 15 minthe fact that on Wednesday at 2 p.m.
utes. Chairs will be provided for the
there will he a brief ceremony to officonvenience of those attending.
cially rededicate the old
Sincerely,
Bailey/Martin/Pettypool Cemetery which
Ernie R. Bailey
is located at the intersection of South
Murray
Ninth and Vine Streets. Bunals were
taking place at this site as early as the
To the Editor,
1830s and, while a complete census of
I would like to know bow many citburials does not exist, information does
exist on the names and dates of several izens realize that Democratic Sen. Harry
Reid Is a Mormon. The reason I am
of Murray's pioneers who were buried
questioning this is because all the comthere.
motion about former governor-now
For all practical purposes, this littleRepublican presidential candidate Mitt
known cemetery disappeared from pubRomney is a Mormon.
lic view in the 1920s and remained
I have yet to hear one negative
unknown to all hut a few descendants
remark about Sen. Reid's Mormonism.
until the Mason-Miller mansion was
Candidate Romney has been married to
razed in 2005. At this point, a few
the same woman for 38 years and has
descendants as well as members of the
four outstanding American sons who are
Calloway County Genealogical Society
out campaigning for their father. Mrs.
began an effort to officially recognize
Romney looks like a first lady.
and permanently mark the location.
Regarding Hillary's $5,000 per child
Due largely to the interest and gengiveaway would be a heavy burden on
erosity of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Board of Trustees, an appropn- us taxpayers, let alone her socialized
health insurance plan. I was raised durate fence now surrounds the site and a
large and appropnate granite marker has ing the Depression when we never had
any Insurance plan and had to pay
been placed there.
each time we made a doctor's visit and
In addition to the Hospital Board,
we lived through it.
thanks must also go to hospital CEO
The President's poll rating may be
Keith Bailey. as well as to hospital
low hut not as bad as the II percent
employees Bud Byars and Catherine
rating for the Democrat-controlled ConSiyills for their work in bringing this
gress. This is the lowest rating ever
project to completion.
recorded in history for Congress and
Not only descendants of those
_cams_ about in feu Allan a _year. Tnt
buried there but othen intereUesi

Democrat leaders in the House have
been pushing hard for ENDA that
would give special rights to homosexuals in hiring and it would require
churches to go against their beliefs in
hiring homosexuals.
Last but not least, I don't see how
born again Christians can vote for the Democrat Party that supports casino
gambling, abortion, same sex marriage,
along other things on their platform. In
my opinion. Gov. Ernie Fletcher has
done an outstanding job as governor in
solving the financial problems facing
our state left behind by Democrat Paul
Patton.
So far as Gov. Fletcher hiring
Republicans, I don't recall former
Democrat governors ever hiring Republicans. Gov. Fletcher has a proven
record of working for the betterment of
the state of Kentucky, so please go out
and vote for Ernie Fletcher in the
November coming election.
p.s.: Just heard on the news that
Hillary has called off her $5,000 per
child health program. They said too
many Democrats would change to the
Republican Party. Have you Democrats
heard what Sen. Reid did on the House
floor? He spent an hour or so of our
tax money having Democratic senators
sign a letter trying to get the radio
network that carries Rush Limbaugh's
program take him off the air.
Vannetta Bullard
Murray
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Veterans and families given
free assistance Wednesday
Veterans and their families will be given
free counseling and assistance in filing claims
for state and federal benefits Wednesday
from 9 a.m. to noon at the National Guard
Armory at Murray.
Ron McClure, regional field representative of Kentucky Department of Veterans
Affairs, will give the assistance. Walk-ins
will be as time permits.
For information call 1-877-812-0840 or
e-mail ronald.mcclure@ky.gov

Datebook
By

e1/4k44

Jo Buriseen
Community
Editor

TOPS Chapter will meet

Murray Chapter of TOPS, 46I6 will meet
Tuesday from 9 to 10 a.m. at First Christian Church, ill North Fifth St., Murray. Visitors are welcome. For more information call Joyce at 7539080 or 227-4625.

Alzheimer's group plans events
'Alzheimer's Disease Education/Support Group will meet
Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Genie May will be leading the discussion. A
TeleHealth Video Conference on Alzheimer's Medications will
be Thursday from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. in the 2 West Conference
Room of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more
information call Cindy Ragsdale,LSW,at 762-1278. The Alzheimer
24 hour Helpline is 1-800-272-390(1

Breast Cancer group will Tuesday
Breast Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday at 6:30
p.m. in the classroom at Center for Health & Wellness. For
information contact Evelyn Wallis at 489-2462.

Grain Bin Safety Class planned
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A Grain Bin Safety Class will be Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at
the Calloway County High School Agriculture Department for
any interested farmers, rescue or community people. For more
information call Johnnie Stockdale or the Calloway County
Conservation Office at 767-0491.

Voice faculty members will present Bel Canto Concert
The voice faculty of Murray State University's Department of Music will join forces
Tuesday evening to present a
special concert, "Gems of the
Bel Canto Era."
The recital of songs, arias,
and opera ensembles highlights
the music of a particular style,
the "bel canto" style. "Bel
canto" (literally "beautiful
singing") is an Italian term
that refers to a vocal technique and style that flourished
in the late 18th and early 19th
centuries. Noted composers who
best exemplify this style are
Rossini, Bellini, and Donizetti.
The singing technique focuses on perfect evenness throughout the voice, tremendous agility and flexibility, and a lyric,
"sweet" timbre. The music
often demands both slow, skillful legato singing and execution of fast scales and florid
passages with extensive ornamentation (turns, trills, and
extra notes.)
Each year the MSU voice
faculty presents a recital with
a specific focus or theme. "We
wanted an opportunity for our
students and others to hear all
of the members of the voice
faculty and to learn something
about a particular style through
a themed program such as this,"
says Sonya Baker, coordinator
of the event.
The vocal faculty. MSU's
i voice teachers and choral direc-
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Pictured are the Voice Faculty members at Murray State who will be presenting a unique and
free recital on Tuesday.
baritone Christopher mermoor, that closes the protors, include Dr. Bradley duce
Almquist, Ms. Amy Aucoin, Mitchell who came to MSU gram.
The recital will be presentDr. Sonya Baker, Dr. Randall from a teaching position at the
ed at 8 p.m on Tuesday in
Black, Ms. Elizabeth Johnson, University of South Dakota.
Ensemble highlights of the the Performing Arts. Hall, locatDr. Christopher Mitchell and Dr.
Pamela Wurgler. Accompanists program include Rossini's ed on the second floor of the
for the recital are professor comic "cat" duet, duets from old fine arts building at the
Matthew Mazzoni and profes- Rossini and Verdi operas, and corner of 15th and Olive Streets
the famous sextet from on campus. The concert is free
sor emerita Marie Taylor.
This performance will intro- Donizetti's opera, Lucia di Lam- and open to the public.

Project Graduation plans promotion
Calloway County High School 2(X)8 Project Graduation will
have a rebate day from open to close today at Captain D's.
ustomers are asked to tell the cashier they are there for the
CHS Project Graduation.

MHS Council will meet
Murray High School Based Decision Making Council will
meet today at 4:30 in the school library. The meeting is open
to the public.

Democrats will meet today

Calloway County Democratic Party will meet today at 5 at
the Democratic headquarters at 516 Main St., Murray.
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meet today at 4 in the

P Chapter plans promotion

' urray Chapter of International Association of AdrninistraProfessionals has a fund-raising event of taking orders for
a ar-Co Invisible UV Marking Pen at a discount price. For
information call Kay Hayes at 809-2234 or e-mail
lury.hays(g)murraystate.edu.

arcotics Anonymous will meet

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
uesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St., Mury, next to St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call
53-8419 or l-877-447-2(X)4.

Support group will meet

Death of a Parent Support Group will meet today at 7. This
is a support group for people who have lost one or both parents due to death and to help each other through the hard
times. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129.

meet
Adult Great Books Group to selection,
"What

Donald Prue will lead the discussion of the
We Talk About Is When We Talk About Love." at the meetthe
ing of the Great Books Discussion Group tonight at 7 in
is
meeting room of the Calloway Public Library. The group
currently discussing the series, "Great Conservation," published
by the Great Books Foundation. All persons who have read
the selection are invited to take part in the discussion.

!Children of Men' will be movie
shown at Cinema program
Murray State University's
Cinema International Program
continues on next Thursday, Friday and Saturday at 7:30 p.m.
in the Curtis Center theater.
The movie, "Children of
Men,- a 2006 film from the
U.S.A., will be shown. The
film is in English and is rated
R. tuatara Clive Oweinolubounat
Moore .and .Michael Caine.
:The film is about thei following:
"In 2027 England, standards
of civility have broken down
and the country has fallen under
totalitarian rule. Government
troops and various rebel facPhoto provided
positions for the
NEW MEMBERS: The Murray Rotary Club welcomed two tions take up
conflagration.
impending
who
Pagliai's
at
meeting
luncheon
recent
a
at
new members
become beset with
has
Mankind
Murray
the
of
are, from left, Capt. Fred Bates, commander
a crisis: Women can no longer
State University ROTC program, and Scott Swells, general have babies, and soon the
manager of WFGE-Froggy 103 and WDFC-WNBS Radio. human race will be no more.
They spoke and shared their background information.
co

Ladiesof theOaks

Theatres

The Ladies of the Oaks Country Club will play golf on
Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. at the club.
It is not necessary to sign up. All members are encouraged
to play golf during October.
Bridge play will begin Nov. 7.
Winners of golf play on Oct. 17 have been released by
Melva Hatcher, hostess, as follows:
Shirley Wade, Melva Hatcher, Janet Kirk and Betty Hassell,
first place;
Melonie Lowe, JoAnne Auer and Kitty Steele. second place,
with extra shot taken.

MSU Lions Club collectingcollecting

used eyeMurray State University Lions Club is
of
glasses or sunglasses (prescription or not) during the month
their
in
bring
to
everyone
encouraging
are
Members
October.
old/unused eyewear and place them in designated boxes throughout the campus, Wal-Mart. Kroger, Hospital. etc.

1008 Chestnut St

NO CHECKS

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU OCT 25
moviesinmurray.com
Michael Clayton
R - 7:10 - 9:40
The Game Plan
PG - 7:00 - 9:20
Tyler Perry lly Did I Get Married
PG13 - 7:25 - 9:50
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT. & SUN. ONLY

30 Days Of Night
R - 7:20 - 9:45

The Comebacks
PG13 - 7:30 - 9:30

Stove needed for a family with

two children is
A electric stove for a tingle mother
House
needed. Anyone having one to donate call the Merryman
at 759-2373.

Heartbreak Kid

Lions Club has promotion

Sok Woo Ube Naomi Hour
PG - 7:15 - 9:10

R - 7:05 - 9:35

sales.
Murray Lions C7lub has started its annual See's Candy
at
Contact any club member or Rowina Wilburn, chairperson.
from
753-3080 before Nov. 1 to place an order. The proceeds
this activity, will go to local sight programs.

Angel Alert issued

•
Program Information Call 753-3314 :

Photo provided

refrigAn Angel Alert has been issued for a standard size
Center. Anyerator by the Calloway County Family Resource
one having one to donate is asked to call 762-7333.

GOLF EVENT: Jane Jackson, right, got a hole-in-one in golf
play on Oct. 15 at 12:40 p.m. at the Sullivan's Par 3 Golf
Course and Sports Center. Her partner was Betty Hassell,
left. Both women are retired teachers of the Calloway County

Hospital bed is needed

School System.

apartment.
A hospital bed is needed for a local man in his
205-6283, I Anyone having one to donate is asked to call
270-354-6064 or 1-270-205-6090.

Need Line lists items needed
items needed

to replenNeed Line has issued a new list of
tuna, beef
ish the pantry for the clients. They are salmon,
potastew, soup, dry beans, peanut butter, spinach. rice, instant
eggs for
toes, oats and Jiffy corn meal mix for the pantry;
for
freezer/cooler. dish liquid and men and women deodorant
paper
personal hygiene and cleaning supplies: and large brown
at
bags. These items may he taken to the Need Line building
and 4 p.m
638 South Fourth St.. Murray. between 10 a.m.

MASQUERADE COSTUMES, INC.
Retail & Rental
270-443-6684
70-443▪ -6604

Our r•-,•urnes

Retail Costumes 40% off
Rental Costumes 20% off

twsnom Ifem th•oh/ Coro-Cob "owl

Students,: faculty, staff and

cionainsunty members WV invitied to all Cinema international films. There is no charge
for admission.

Hickory Woods
Kettrement Center

HAPPENINGS
by Annita Peeler
We started our week oft getting shot - flu
shots that is We are too busy to be in the
bed sick with the flu After we got that 001
of the way. we enjoyed being pampered
Our "glamour girl day- was lots of fun with
Jenise l'toward, Linda Short and Ethel doing
our makeup. hair and nails We had our picture, rnade afterwards just like they do at
glamour shots
Tuesday afternoon we loaded up in the
van, took along bologna sandwiches and
Sinks and headed out 10 LBL to sec the but
Ialit and elk It was a relaxing evening and
we stopped on the way home and had coffee
s the simple
and cookies You know
things in life that are the most important
' Thursday MSU nursing students came out
and took our blood pressures and gave us
other health information We appreciated
them spending the morning with us
Steven Reed and his staff from Renk,
Intenon came Thursday and installed our
new wintkiw treatments in our living room
We love all of our new furniture, aces.
winesand now cornices in our hs mg room
We are always moving the furniture around.
so we are tickled 10 base new furniture to
nose around.
Enday. Margaret Owens gave a presentation on Indian culture and displayed her
navfjo Indian collection of nig,, sand an
and jewelry Margaret's father was an
Indian trader and she learned about the
Navajo Indians going with him to the Indian
reservation. We learned a great deal about
the Navajo Indian and really enjoyed all of
her interesting stories
Fnday afternoon Oneida White came out
and played and sang for us We appreciate
her entenaming our resident, while our staff
had our month], luncheon
...,Vothiog elseMoks orfeels like home hut
we come close
84 Utterback Rd. • Murray. ivy
Phone:12701759-8700 • I-888-231-5014

•

SAILIE
.1 15,Off Total Purchase
Throughout The Store!
Excludes Sale Iteme

-;1 Floe e.
Pit tics1

WITH THIS COUPON • EXPIRES 10-29-07

(T4e Ultimates qi6i(44 _Store go,
"`"-

Hours thru October 31 st.
hiondity Friday, I I am 8pm
Rpm
Saturday, I I am

3143 Bt o.ittway, Padut ah, KY

Then appears pregnant Kee,
and the fetus she carries
becomes a political football."
Director Alfonso Cuaron
presents a dark cautionary tale
that is concerned less with the
particular crisis of then and
more with the human condition now.

400 Main St.• Murray, KY 42071 • 270-767-0007
•
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Heating assistance now
available through
WKACS energy program
Staff Report
"Those who need help paying
home heating bills this winter
and qualify for assistance
through West Kentucky Allied
Community Services LowEnergy
Home
Income
Assistance Program are notified
that the sign up period will
begin soon.
Sign-up opportunities begin
Nov. 5 and continue through
Dec. 14. Eligibility is based on
the 130 percent of poverty level.
Applications will be taken
Monday through Fnday during
the period based on the first letter in your last name.
Those with last names beginning with "A- will sign up Nov.
5. Open registration for those
that did not sign up on the designated day is scheduled for Dec.
13.
Eligible Murray-Calloway
County residents are asked to
callShirley Jones at 753-0908 to
determine the day designated
for the letter of your last name
or visit the West Kentucky
Allied Community Services
office located at 607 Poplar St.,
Suite C.
For assistance, all applicants
must supply:
--a copy of the most recent
heating bill or a rent receipt if
living in public housing.

---d photo ID along with a
Social Secunty number for all
members of the household.
--proof of income for all
members of the household that
work or had income for the
month pnor to application.
be
must
--consumers
responsible for paying their own
heating costs or pay heating
costs as an undesignated portion
of their rent.
—must not have in excess of
$2,000 in liquid resources such
as money in checking and savings accounts, CDs, stocks,
bonds, etc or $3,000 if at least
one person in the household is
age 60 or older.
Other restrictions apply so
contact Jones for more detail.
The program does not pay existing bills and will not pay
deposits to have service connected. Service must be active at
the time of application for a benefit to be applied to the account.
For assistance in Marshall
County contact Rebecca Scott
by phone at 527-9766 or visit
the office at 307 Main Street in
.
Benton.
In Graves County, those
wanting to sign up may contact
Jessica Hardy at 247-4046 or
visit the office at 222 W. Water
St., Mayfield.

Horoscope

Photo provided
COURSE COMPLETED: Amanda Waldrop and Samuel
Gray, members of the Calloway County DES Rescue Squad,
recently completed a Red Cross instructor course. They will
now train other squad members and the public in the use of
first aid and CPR. Chief Ronnie Burkeen said Waldrop and
Gray take time out of their schedules to better serve the
squad and the community and are invaluable assets.

be Jacqueline Blear

for
HAPPY. B RTH DAV
Tuesday, Oct. 23, 2007:
You make a difference, and others see that ability emerge in
their interactions with you.
When you decide to create a
goal or make an event happen.
your endurance and intelligence
can and will break through any
and all red tape Investigate new
undtirstanding that
you are only one human being
and can do only so much. if you
are single, don't even think you
don't have your share of admirers. /um who would you like to

be your sweetie? If you are
attached, you must make it a
point to share with your significant other Often you two get
wound up in everything else.
ARIES pushes you to accomplish.
The Stars Shoo the Kind of
Day Inuit Have: 5-DynaniR. .
4-Positise. I Average; 2-Sii
1 -Difficult

VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Defer to others, but
still be willing to say no if you feel
Its absolutely relevant Nobody
knows like you when enough is
enough Speak your mind and
open up new doors Question
what needs to happen Tonight
Explore opportunity by opportunity
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You might want to pull
back and rethink a decision
Investigate possibilities with coworkers Expenses could be out
ol whack Financial matters
l se more ITTVO.Ifteit
7, youraa:Ize lbnIght• Eat
others make suggestions, you
car, always say nay or yea
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You are finally energized, and your creativity soars
Listen to someone more carefully who is concerned with your
well-being As a team, you'll
ensure success and a positive
outcome A new perspective
becomes possible Tonight Do
what you want and only what
you want
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Doc.

ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
*** Much bubbles forth.
whether you choose to share it is
another issue You might want to
see a situation from another
point of view Listen to what a
shares
associate
close
Consider this persons words
today Tonight Perk up
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
* *** Express your ability to
understand and grow Take the
high road with someone who
might bully his or her way into
your inner circle Extremes point
to new beginnings, though you
might need to carefully guide
others Tonight Lift up your spirits. someone could touch you
deeply

GEMINI(May 21-Jun• 20)
It*** Examine what is happening within a relationship
Your ability to read between the
lines helps carry a dynamic project to its end You might be far
more dynamic than you realize
You open doors Tonight A
vibrant discussion
CANCER (Juno 21-July 22)
Let creativity flourish
You might be quite stunned by
what heads in your direction if
you lust relax Don I feel like you
always have to be on lop of your
game New beginnings become
possible Be direct Tonight Let
your feelings flow
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
With some help and
strong energy from a partner
you might accomplish more than
a Loon s share of work You might
be overwhelmed by what drops
in your lap understand your limits but at the same time realize
that a risk lust might be worth it
Tonight Togetherness

honor roll for the
North Elementary School has released the
follows:
as
school
of
third nine weeks
FOURTH GRADE
AV As
Crouch, McKenElizabeth Alexander, Halee Bergman, Taylor
Schanbacher.
zie Duke, James Harrison and Blake
All As and Be
Dakota Brian,
Ashton Barnett. Paul Barney, Brooke Bomes,
Canning, Haven Cavin,
Matthew
Brunn,
Elizabeth
Briggs,
Austin
Brandon FalBnanna Dodd, Emily Duncan, Hannah England,
Bradley
Gallimore,
Emily
Fry,
Landan
Faughn,
well. Allen
Munsell, LeanKelso, Allison Manning, Kyle Mitchuson, Alec
Ramsey, Shelna Nariney, Wesley Poiroux, David Pool, Jake
Bree Salcedo,
by Robinson, Jamie Russell, Scott Ruttman,
Adyson Scott, Bayle Underhill and Jose Villeda.
FIFTH GRADE
All As ,
Holly Bland,
Johanna Adams, Hunter Bailey, Josh Betts,
Tristan Cole,
Clere,
Merecedes
Buhler,
Anna
Bogard,
Brandon
Green, IsaDelissa
Fry,
Logan
Earick,
Selana
Mallory Duncan.
Neal, Italy
iah Gorham, Bnan Hale, Katiebeth Mealer, Cassidy
Gabriel
Orduna, Logan Palmer. Shayla Phillips, Ian Postlewaite,
Shoemaker, Mark Tyler and Emily Wood.
All As and Bs
Rus
Kaitlyn Adams, Mai-lee Barrett, Cameron Brown,
Maths
Burkeen, Adam Castro, Morgaen Crass. Alex Davis,
Luir
Dennis, Ashley Dunn, Larry E'Akels, Jessica Eldridge,
Henderscii,
Halle
Hammonds,
Tiffany
Griggs,
Wade
Emerine,
Caitlyn Housley, Matt Inman, Cody Jackson, Davon
rt
Josh Jones,
Chris Kelly, McCall Key, Sherry Laratta, Chaz Manus, Mega§
Queen, Tristan Ramsey, Lucas Reck, Julie Revell, Cohen Roge0i
Carrie Rowhuff, Morgan Rudolph, Lauren Simmons, Haydee
Smith, Shayna Smith, Ashlyn Stalls, Blair Tabaldi, Keisbi
•
Travis, John Venice, Bree White and Jessica Williams.

Tuesday & Wednesday
October 23& 24

,s
•,t1 t

• 'you'll find great
itkk Jsavings, plus...
tam all e•Ard

•

21)
***

Please take your time.
even more so than you have in
the past few weeks Spontaneity
has a role, but not as large a role
as you originally thought You
will benefit from forethought A
friend or group of people have
suggestions Do listen Tonight
Take some personal time
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Start aiming for more
of what you want As a result,
you might be surprised by what
occurs Pressure will do nothing
to increase your ability to understand Step back, and you'll gain
understanding as a result
Tonight Call it an early night
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Read between the lines
with a financial matter How you
deal with someone could be
subject to tremendous change
A friend's advice could cost you
Know when to back oft and
approach a situation differently
Tonight Indulge a little
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You might be full of
smiles, even if others feel pressured You communicate your
concerns knowing that your
message is being heard Others
will listen because of your presentation A boss could be on a
tirade Let it be OK Tonight
Whatever knocks your socks off
BORN TODAY
Former Philadelphia mayor
Frank Rizzo (1920) soh of civilnghts leader Marlin Luther King
III 11957) author Michael
Crichton (1942)
Jacqueline Bigar Is on the
Internet it http://www jacqueIlneblgar.com.
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early fall clearance continues

60%-80%off

and Seniors 55+ save an additional 15% off clearance Wednesday only
• excludes denim and 88 ending dems

noteumrepaGs

NEWCOMER to
Murray/Calloway County
' Cell BARBARA G. JACKSON
AT 753-8062 OR 293-4113
)COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE FOR
,...,
If you are a

Aar

A SPECIAL WELCOME

We want to bring you gifts from many of our
business and professional people It's their way
saying. W.are glad you have moved to
Murray-Calloway County

We have been welcoming NEWettAfERS
since 1946 almost 60 years!
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RACER FOOTBALL

Morehead
living the
good life in
Murray

McKen-

RACERS 31.

a Brian,
n Cavitt,
ion FalBradley
LeanShelSalcedo,

17 REDHAWKS

SENIOR LINEMAN
SEES PLENTY OF
PARALLELS BETWEEN
UK, MSU

y Bland.
Cole,
yen, !slice!, Italy
Gabriel

Rus
Mathst
ge, Lu
endersoll,
Jemigals,

1,

is, Mega,
n Rogets
, HaydOe

Is.
A

Not one regret.
Not a one.
On Saturday, Cody Morecould
head
+
have been on
the offensive
line, looking
the
Florida
Gators square
in the eye and
protecting
Andre Wooda
son
in
nationally telSpyDER BrEs evised game
on In
CsBteSa.d
Michael Dann
he
Editor
Sports
was lining up
against a lowly Southeast Missouri State ballclub, doing what
he could to keep Jeff Ehrhardt
off his backside, where only
some 9,000 fans were in attendance and the only videotape
was that of coaches'camcorders
from high above the press box.
When Morehead graduated
from Heath High School in
2003 he ventured north to Lexington and was a walk on for
the University of Kentucky.
While at UK, Morehead was
part of a rebuilding process by
Rich Brooks and
even at 6-footand
340
4
pounds, he was
a big fish, but
the pond was
more like an
ocean.
Morehead was redshirted for
two years at UK and was
given a scholarship prior to
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger a Times the start of the 2005 season,
Southbeat
Racers
the
after
of a job well done
but that scholarship was taken
aft Griffin points to the remaining members of his football team left on the field in recognition
of the year for Murray State, but just its first conference away just as quickly as it was
St Missouri State University Saturday in Cape Girardeau. The win was the second
: given to him because of numin two years and 11 months.
bers. Coaches didn't think
Morehead was as far along in
development as they would
have liked.
Morehead was faced with
a decision.
Stay at Kentucky and be a
part of a rebuilding process
y MICHAEL DANN
that would eventually tum into
a No. 8 team in the country.
• ports Editor
Be on a campus where ESPN's
CAPE GIRARDEAU, MO. —
College Game Day was mako borrow a line from the lottery,
ing an appearance and reap
mebody's got to win, might as
the rewards of hard work and
;well be ... Murray State.
•O'Bnen garners OVC weeSty award
determination that included a
; The Racers rolled into Southheart-stopping triple overtime
:east Missouri State Saturday where victories in the two-year tenure of
win over the nation's No. I
their
for
looking
))0th teams were
Matt Griffin at the helm of MSU.
team a week before or move
;fast Ohio Valley Conference win
After taking over for Joe Pancloser to home.
the season. But for MSU, the nunzio, Griffin and crew have racked
Obviously, the decision was
first OVC win would be a little up zero OVC wins, the last coman easy one.
Rac*ore meaningful.
ing Nov. 20, 2004, when the
"I don't have one regret.
The Racers haven't had lady ers knocked off Tennessee State
Not a single one of the deciick on their side in terms of OVC 30-13.
sion I made."
Suffice to say. Griffin wasn't
Morehead opted to retum
around then.
closer to home. He moved to
But he was around Saturday at
the Murray State campus in
Houck Stadium as his Racers
2fX)6, where he was again part
snapped an I8-game conference
of another rebuilding process,
only this time, the glitz and
losing streak, scratching their tickEastern Kentucky 5-0 (6-2)
glamour haven't had much lus4-1 (5-3)
et and beating the Redhawks 31t Eastern Illinois
ter.
17 in front of 9,230 on SEMO's
t: Jacksonville State 4-1 (5-3)
In 2006, the Racers were
2-1 (3-4)
homecoming.
4 Tennessee State
:
1-10 and went winless in the
3-2 (5-3)
Now its time to start a new
1:. Austin Peay
Ohio Valley Conference.
1-3 (2-5)
Samford
streak, hopefully a winning one,
This season has been almost
1-3 (2-5)
;-: Murray State
according to Griffin who addressed
a mirror image to last season.
2-4 (4-4)
IC. Tennessee Tech
the media outside the team's lockMSU's only win came against
: Tennessee Martin 1-4 (1-7)
er room Saturday, adding he wants
NAIA Lambuth, but for More(2-5)
SEMO
the feeling his team has to become
head, along with a handful of
laLedge
Times
&
contagious.
Ledger
/
DANN
MICHAEL
Money Stele 31 SEIMO 17
seniors, they were able to snap
Vincen
"Winning and losing goes both
Eastern !Mom 29 Tennoseee-Meren 23
Murray State wide receiver Lee McGinnis (80) goes up with SEMO's
an I8-game losing skid SatAustin Pew/ 29 Sernlord 25
hopebut
much,
that
ways. I know
Racer guar
EaMem Kentucky 49 Tonne.. Si 7
urday, beating SEMO and givAnderson (2) in attempt to make a play on this ball thrown by
ill
Ted"
Tenneiesa•
Jacksonville Si 39
fully this win becomes intoxicatEhrhardt Saturday. The pass was incomplete, but McGinnis did ing them a glimmer of hope
Jeff
Sabato,. Oa 27
terback
ing for them and they want to
Money Stele vs Elsie. KenItselty
and finish- for the rest of the season.
score his first touchdown of the season, hauling in a 25-yard pass
Tenneasee-Manin vis SEMO
work hard to sustain that feeling.
Morehead was on the field
lanneemee Tech vs Swami
yards.
32
for
receptions
ing with two
MI See RACERS, 2B
Tonne.. SlaM vs Easeem Ninon
when the final horn sounded
in Cape Girardeau, enjoying the
sweet taste of success with
HAT WENT DOWN?
classmates Nathan Williams,
Koji Farrington, Derrick ParBurgett, Perry
rott, Jay
Richardson and Lee McGinnis doing something the RacJones later
ers haven't been able to do since
Mike Jones lad the SEMO (2-5, 0- up his own 3-yard TD run.
touchdowns and ran for another to lead
run.
rush- scored on a 2-yard
November of 2004 — win an
the Racers past SE Missoun 31-17 Sat- 4) offense with 131 yards on 14
Murray then scored 10 unanswered Ohio Valley Conference game.
es and two TDs.
urday.
TD pass
"It's incredible," Morehead
Murray State struck first on a 25- points, including a 25-yard
Murray State (2-5, 1-3 Ohio Valley)
to from Ehrhardt to Lee McGinnis. before said of breaking the dry spell.
snapped an I8-game conference losing yard touchdown pass from Ehrhardt
a
kicked
Spada
Doug
Missouri's
SE
into
"We're a slim bunch to begin
Rod Harper just over two minutes
streak that spanned back to 2004.
50-yard field goal.
with (in reference to class
After gaining just 72 offensive yards the second half.
aff Report
for
times
29
rushed
Charlie Jordan
size), so, to come in at halfSE Missouri tied the score at 7-7
in the first half, Murray State racked
CAPE GIRARDEAU. Mo. (AP)
20a
including
about two minutes later after Jones 157 yards for Murray,
et Soo 11110REFIZACi, 2E1
fter a scoreless first half, Murray State up 343 yards and scored on five of its
fourth quarter.
broke loose for a 59-yard run to set yard ID run in the
half.
second
the
in
possessions
six
first
two
for
threw
Ehrhardt
Jeff
uarterback

•

ALL FINALLY BOUNCES MN's
WAY, BEATS SEMO SATURDAY

i

U comes out gunning in second half

EHRHARDT LEADS RACER
OFFENSE, SHOOTS DOWN
REDHAWKS

•
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O'Brien named specialist of week by league
MSU PUNTER AVERAGED 46.3 YARDS PER PUNT IN FIRST HALF
Staff Report
Murray State punter Sean O'Brien was
named Ohio Valley Conference Specialist
of the Week after his performance against
Southeast Missouri allowed the Racers to
win the field position battle in the first
hall of their 31-17 win over the Redhawks.
He averaged 46.3 yards per punt on

his six first-hall punts. He
pinned SEMO inside the
15-yard line with a 53-yard
punt on his first effort and
followed it up with a 55yard effort that resulted in
a fumble inside the SEMO
five-yard line.
O'Brien is averaging 40
yards per punt on the season and has

pinned opponents inside their own 20yard line II times in seven games this
season.
Austin Pray running back Chris Fletcher was named Offensive Player of the
Week, Eastern Kentucky defensive back
Derrick Huff was named Defensive Player of the Week and Samford running back
Chris Evans was named Newcomer of
the Week.

•Racers
From Page 1B
One thing I'll caution all of
our guys, just because we won,
we still have to pay great
attention to detail."
In other words, Murray State
can enjoy its thrilling victory
where they just outgained
SEMO 415 to 409 in total
yardage and can quickly forget all that went right before
they have fo turn their attention to first-place Eastern Kentucky back at the friendly confines of Roy Stewart Stadium
Saturday.
Not much went right for
the Racers in the first half
Saturday. where they gained
lust 72 yards of total offense
and three first downs and were
unable to capitalize on two
SEMO turnovers.
The biggest, a gift-wrapped
package the Redhawks gave
the Racers when SEMO's Vince
Anderson fumbled a punt at
the three-yard line.
On the ensuing possession.
MSU was unable to unwrap
the present as Charlie Jordan
fumbled the handolf on the
first play of scrimmage giving the pigskin right back to
the Itedhawks.
Adding injury to insult, red shirt tieshman Jeff Ehrhardt
was a dismal 2-4-14 and had
,me inteiception. throwing for
lust 11 yards and missing wide

Wm'"luEs
Ant_
BY MICHAEL DANN ' Ledger & Times

Murray State's Tamar Butler (44) jumps over the line of scrimmage to get Redhawk
quarterback Steve Callanan in the first half Saturday_ Butler had nine tackles on the
afternoon

passes dropped by a bevy ol
wide receivers.
Ehrhardt said that the X's
and O's that the Racers worked
on in practice were there durICC rivers high and low.
ing the gaMe, however the
he
credit,
!Ittihad'',
But to
execution Was not.
many
On
Out
was not helpcil
"The first half, the offense
0 0 17 11 --• 31
'Murray Slate
didn't seem to get going and
0 0 7 10 - 17
SE Missouri
Third Gustier
nothing much was happening,"
MSU - Harper 25 pass from Ehrhardt
Ehrhardt said. "We weren't exeiWems kick, 12 44
cuting and making plays. All
SEMO - Jones 3 run i Spada kick)
10 35
the things that we worked on
MSU - Weiss 32 held goal 836
all week were there. We just
MSU- McGinnis 25 pass from Ehrhardt
.Weiss kick) I. 18
weren't making the plays."
Fourth Quarter
But after a scoreless first
SEMO - Spada 50 held goal 11 58
half, a lot went right for MurMSU- Ehrhardt 3 run (Wears kick)
10 19
ray State after intermission.
!ENO - Jones 2 run (Spada kick) 9 11
Murray finished with 24
14184J - Jordan 20 run iWrimis kick I
6 32,
first downs. Ehrhardt finished
11 -for-33 and two picks, includTEAM STATISTICS
SEMO
MSU
ing three touchdown passes
19
24
First Downs
and the Racers pounded out
43-192
46,251
Rushes-Yards
217
104
251 yaras on the ground, holdPassing Yards
17-32.1
11-33-2
Como-An-Int
ing the Redhawks to just 192.
415
409
Total Yards
The Racers got on the board
2-2
2.1
F umblas ost
6.61
3 17
Penalties Yards
when Ehrhardt capped a sixplay. 65-yard drive hitting Rod
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING - (Murray State( kirdan 29•
Harper 25 yards in the end161 Ti) ENnival 1165 i0 Jones 6-25
/one to take a 7-0 lead.
Lightloot 1.4 Townsei 1-4 (SEMO)Jones
And that was the beginning
14 131 21D Peterson 1048 Anderson
11.56 Reese 4-5 Grass, 1 1 Gamin I.
of the end for Southeast as MM'
0 LAWN 2-0
scored 111 unanswered points
PASSIM -(Murray Stole)E hrhardi 11.
33•2 164 21.0(BENG)Lillard 8.13-1 139.
to build a 17-7 lead with 5- I
Anderson 5-110 49 Callanan 44-0 29
left in the third.
RECEIVING -(Murray Melo)Nelson 254 McGinnis 2-32 10 Jordan 1-29
SEMO's Mike Jones. the
Harper 1,25 TD Towne"( 2 14 Rust) 1-8.
Paducah Tilghman product, finHAMA 1 3 An) 1 Ii (SEMO)Tinneau 3.
ished with 131 sad'. on 14
60 Edwards 3 59 Williamson 2-3e
Stewart 336 Gugler 2,19 Samuel 1.8.
came. including a third quarGrass, 22 lone. 1 I -51
ter touchdown that tied the

No Experience? No Problem.
• Company-provided CDL training tor
qualified candidates

i
s

• New higher pay packages
• Nearly 2/3 of Schneider dnvers get
home daily or weekly

schsollsrfeles.an mm
imisma
atIDER
SO
Hmommon • 141040-14/3

ABC
Auto & Truck Liquidators

Nobody can protect
any better than we can,

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
National Football Law.
All Times CDT
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
L T Pct
W
7 0 0 1 000
New England
2 4 0 333
Buffalo
6 0 143
1
N Y Jets
0 7 0 000
Miami
South
L T Pet
W
5 0 0 1 000
Indianapolis
1 0 800
4
Jacksonville
4 2 0 667
Tennessee
3 4 0 429
Houston
North
L T Pct
W
4 2 0 667
Pittsburgh
4 3 0 571
Baltimore
3 3 0 500
Cleveland
2 4 0 333
Cincinnati
West
L T Pet
W
4 3 0 571
Kansas City
3 3 0 500
Denver
3 3 0 500
San Diego
2 4 0 333
Oakland
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
L T Pet
W
1 0 857
6
Dallas
5 2 0 714
NY Giants
4 2 0 667
Washington
2 4 0 333
Philadelphia
South
L T Pet
W
4 2 0 667
Carolina
4 3 0 571
Tampa Bay
2 4 0 333
New Orleans
6 0 143
1
Atlanta
North
L T Pct
W
1 0 833
5
Green Bay
4 2 0 667
Detroit
3 4 0 429
Chicago
2 4 0 333
Minnesota
West
L T Pct
W
4 3 0 571
Seattle
4
3
0 429
Arizona
2 4 0 333
San Francisco
0 7 0 000
St Louis

SOLD

As is

Limited Moors
293-7858 • 753-6222

wasp

Postamson Baseball
Al A Glance
By The Associated Press
All Times EDT
DIVISION SERIES
American Leegue
Boston 3. Los Angeles 0
Angeles 0
Los
4.
Boston
Boston 6, Los Angeles 3
Boston 9. Los Angeles 1
Cisvetend 3, New York 1
Cleveland 12. New York 3
Cleveland 2. New York I. 11 innings
New York 8, Cleveland 4
Cleveland 6 New York 4

Sunday's Games
Detroit 23 Tampa Bay 16
New Orleans 22. Atlanta 16
Tennessee 38. Houston 36
Washington 21 Arizona 19
New England 49 Miami 28
Buffalo 19 Battimore 14
NY Giants 33 San Francisco 15
Kansas City 12. Oakland 10
Cincinnati 38. NY Jets 31
Seattle 33 Si Louis 6
Dallas 24. Minnesota 14
Chicago 19 Philadelphia 16
Denver 31, Pittsburgh 28
Open: San Diego Green Bay, Carolina.
Cleveland
Monday's Game
Indianapolis at Jacksonville. 7 30 p in

National League
Anzona 3. Chicago 0
Arizona 3, Chicago 1
Anzona 8, Chicago 4
Arizona 5, Chicago 1
Colorado 3. Philadelptim
Colorado 4, Philadelphia 2
Colorado 10, Philadelphia 5
Colorado 2, Philadelphia 1
LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES
American League
Friday, Oct. 12
Boston 10, Cleveland 3
Saturday, Oct. 13
Cleveland 13 Boston 6. 11 innings
Monday, Oct.'15
Cleveland 4, Boston 2
Tuesday, Oct. 16
Cleveland 7. Boston 3
Thursday, Oct. 18
Boston 7, Cleveland 1
Saturday, Oct. 20
Boston 12 Cleveland 2
Sunday, Oct. 21
Boston 11 Cleveland 2, Boston wins
series 4-3
National League
Thursday, Oct. 11
Colorado 5 Arizona 1
Friday, Oct 12
Colorado 3 Anzona 2, 11 innings
Sunday, Oct. 14
Colorado 4, Arizona 1
Monday, Oct. 15
Colorado 6, Anzona 4. Colorado wins
senes 4-0
WORLD SERIES
Wednesday, Oct. 24
Colorado (Francis 17-9) at Boston
(Beckett 20-7) 7 35 p in
Thursday, Oct. 25
Colorado at Boston, 7 29 p in
Saturday. Oct. 27
Boston at Colorado,(n)
Sunday, Oct. 28
Boston at Colorado.(n)
Monday, Oct. 29
Boston at Colorado, if necessary,(n)
Wednesday, Oct. 31
Colorado at Boston. rf necessary,(n)
Thursday, Nov. 1
Colorado at Boston, if necessary.(n)

•The Murray Tiger Basketball Little League and Tiger Stars will be
running sign-ups Tuesday, Oct. 23 at the Murray High School gym. Tiger
Stars (Kindergarten-2nd grade) sign-ups will take place from 5-6 p.m.
David and Amy McDowell are coordinating the Tiger Stars this year and
will be offenng clinics on Nov. 10th and 17th, Dec. 1st, 8th and 15th and
Jan. 5th. Tiger Stars will perform at two Murray High School basketball
games on dates to be announced at a later time. All Tiger Stars will be
admitted to the game for free. Anyone with questions regarding the
Tiger Stars may contact Rechelle Turner or David Fields at 753-5202 or
murray.kyschools.us.

e-mail Amy McDowell at amy.mcdowell

•Murray Little League sign-ups will take place Oct. 23. Second
through fourth grade boys and girls sign ups are from 5:45 p.m. to 6
p m and a skills assessment follows from 6-6:30 p.m.. Fifth through
sixth grade boys and girls can sign up from 6-6:15 p.m. and participate
in a skills assessment from 6:30-7 p.m. All players and those interested
in coaching must attend the skills assessment. Coaches will meet
immediately after the skills assessment to select teams. All teams will
practice one night a week for one hour on a consistent night, beginning
Oct. 29 and running through the end of the season in January. All prac-
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•Morehead
From Page 1B
time with the score 0-0 and
then tight through it and get
a win, being a senior and
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Cednck Kyles. better known as Cedric The Entertainer, a knowing that's the first OVC
win we've had in a while. It
1987 graduate of SEMO. was the school's Grand Marfeels good to get over that
shal for Homecoming Saturday in Cape Girardeau. He
hump."
also was part of the coin flip prior to the start of the
Although Morehead hasn't
Racers and Redhawks.
been around for all four years,
game at 7-all, hut it paled in giving them a 14-point advan- coming in like he did in 2006,
he sees plenty bf parallels
comparison to the day that tage and win.
"Another unbelievable job between the two programs KenCharlie Jordan had.
Or for that fact, the last by Charlie,* said Ehrhardt. tucky and Murray State.
"Our coaches are building
"But.' you've got to credit that
two weeks.
now. In a
For the second straight tinie. offensive line. They were open- for the future right
couple of years from now they
the 5-loot-It, 192-pound soph- ing up those holes. Charlie's
are going to have a great turnomore scooted for over 100 a hard runner and broke some
around like UK did. It's obvithat
thing
cool
thc
yards. gaining 157 on 29 car- tackles. hut
ous. All these guys work hard.
ries and had one touchdown. we've been talking about being
UK coaches started recruiting
which came at the 6'32 malt a team and a family. And I good players that wanted to
examgreat
a
was
'Think
today
as
that
quarter
lourth
in the
work and it's paid off for
the decisive score for MSU. ple (if that

Jerry's
Backwoods BBQ
OPEN FOR BREAKFAST
ALL DAY

BBQ LUNCHES
Open Mon.-Sat. 6 a.m. to 6 p.
Hazel
753-2988

them. Coach Griffin and our
staff are doing the same thing.
They've got all these good players coming as freshman. And
the sophomore class now are
great players that want to work
hard, contribute, battle. They're
going to have a great future
too."
But, to think Morehead
could be traveling the landscape of the Southeastern Conference week in and week out,
living the life of a rockstar
and being mobbed by fans at
every turn.
Surely there's some regret?
"Seeing that scoreboard at
the end of the game, with our
name in the win column, that's
a nice sight. I'm getting to
play down here everyday, so
I don't have one regret. Not
a one,"

CHECK OUT OUR SPECIALS! 2
16" Large Cheese Pizza
16" Unlimited
A Large Unlimited Topping Pizza
316" Unlimited
3 Medium 3 Topping Each

7.00
$10.00
MCI

$22.26
$13.78

(Murky°

SOMETHING NEW
SOMETHING DIFFERENT
ONE PRICE SALE

1"

SportsBriefs

TWO NEW BUSINESSES!
Murray

ill

Agency
. Haverstock Insurance
• ..Ityour AUTO

cAu. NOW FON A MK MAW

Ilialchis Grill
Home of Me Colzone

817 COLD WATER ROAD • MURRAY. KY
(270)762-0441 • (270)762-0442 • (270)762-0443
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TV, radio
TODAY
NFL FOOTBALL
7 30 pm
ESPN - Indianapolis at Jacksonville
NHL HOCKEY
6.30 p.m.
VERSUS - Boston at Montreal
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CUSTOMERS wanted
Sandra D's. 94E
293-3816
JEM Productions
Transfer home movies
& pictures to DVD.
Most formats supported. Great gift idea.
Plan
now
for
Christmas!
270-328-8719
NOW forming Monday
night 8 Ball league at
Breaktime
Billiards.
759-9303
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
.1ny of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

PSYCHIC
READINGS
(n)

Advice, help on all
problems of life.
Mrs. Ann

.270-767-0508
Lost and Found

rs will be
ym. Tiger
5-6 p.m.
year and
15th and
basketball
ars will be
rding the
3-5202 or

. Second
p.m. to 6
through
participate
interested
will meet
teams will
beginning
. All prac-

FOUND on 641S
young Lab. Appears to
be trained. Call and
ID. 761-1175
060
Help Wanted
$12.50 to start
I you are hard work
ng, well dressed & like
helping people cal
Tuesday
753-6009
only
9:00AM
to
3:00PM
Call these times only.
Attention to detail a
must.
A child needs you!
Become a foster parent, up to $36/day.
WKUMFS
270-443-9004
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DEADLINES

$8.25 Column Inch, biri. Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All i Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday(Shopping Guide)
. ... 1 5 I )--

byiky

kiwi.

Swirl Sim

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
• .35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at
753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax:
753-1927
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When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
tnurrayledger.corn.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.corn.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork corn
are placed ttimugh
the Murray Ledger
tir Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
lob listings Thank you
DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterpnses
may be just the place
for you' Full time and
part time positions
available
Apply at
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
GREEN Acres is currently hinng for the folpositions:
lowing
RN/LPN 2P-10P full
time. SRNA 6A-2P fulltime Anyone interested in becoming part of
our team may apply in
person at Green Acres
Health Care. 402 W.
Farthing St.. Mayfield.
KY 42066
DIRECT Service Work.
Mon.-Sun. All shifts.
Benton.
Murray.
Paducah
Paid Training. Flexible
Schedules. Rewarding
Work.
270-767-1543

060
Help Warned
AFTER Hours
Call
Center is now hinng to
PART-TIME Patten
Care Coordinators.
PCCs are responsible
for processing incoming calls from patients
and locations during
non-business hours.
Experience in medical
held and administrative
record management
preferred, but not
required. Strong customer service background preferred. Part
time hours of 20 to 30
hours per week will be
scheduled
during
evenings, nights and
weekends.
Pulmo
Dose
Call
Center is now hinng for
TEMPORARY Patient
Service
RepresentatIv•s.
PSRs are responsible
for
contacting
all
assigned
patients
monthly, taking patient
orders,
verifying
patient
information,
and placing the order
in a timely manner.
Experience in medical
field and administrative
record management
preferred, but not
required. Strong customer service background
preferred.
Temporary hours will
be Monday - Friday
Barn to 5pm and position could last up to 6
months.
Pulmo Dose is now hiring for our Respiratory
Clinician Supervisor.
Responsible for providing clinical and supervisory support regarding respiratory equipment/supplies within
clinical expertise and
education
to
Respiratory Clinician
Team, field staff, referral sources, patients
care-givers.
and
Certification
and
Licensing is required
and experience in
Home
Respiratory
Care and Management
preferred.
is
All positions require
minimum educational
background of high
school diploma or GED
equivalent.
Please
deliver or mail your
resume to 120 Max
Hurt Drive Murray, KY
email
Of
to
elizabeth.cain Ft rotech.
com. We are an Equal
Opportunity Employer.

060
Help Wanted

060
Help Maned

ADVERTISING SALES
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for the position of
Advertising
Sales
Representative.
Responsibilities for this position include servicing established accounts, developing advertising plans and developing new accounts in
Murray and surrounding areas. You must enjoy
working with the public and be self-motivated.
Prior sales experience is required. Degree in
Advertising, Marketing, and Public Relations
preferred, but not required. Salary will be
based on education and sales experience.
Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental
plans, salary plus commission, are all pan of
an excellent benefit package.

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z

An Equal Opportunity Employer

F.,,4 Morningstar

11

1F
ornestic
l & Childcare

TRAFFIC COORDINATOR
Morningstar Foods, a division of Dean
Foods has an immediate opening for a
Traffic Coordinator.
Successful candidates for a Traffic
Coordinator position with our facility:
• Must have a minimum of 3 years experience
within the transportation industry to include
truck procurement, routing and scheduling of
trucks from origin to destination and customer
service.
• Must have a working knowledge of DOT
regulations and policy
• Must have a high aptitude for working with
computer systems such as AS400 applications,
BPCS/ASC/TMS programs, Windows based
programs, database programs, etc, and a satisfactory speed at data entry
• Must possess good oral and written communication skills.
• Must possess good interpersonal skills to
conduct business with a variety of personalities
• Must possess a good work ethic so as to complete a high volume of accurate work on a daily
basis. Ability to work overtime when/if
required
• Degree in Transportation field a plus but not
required
Interested applicants may submit a rekume

at:

Office of Employment and Training
319 South 7th Street
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066

Career Discovery Center
208 S. 5th Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Tennessee Career Center at Paris
1023 Mineral Wells Avenue - Suite F
Pans, Tennessee 38242
Resumes must be received at the job centers
no later than Monday,October 29, 2007.

CMA/CNA
Full-time 2PM-10PM. Prefer experience, but
will train. Pleasant atmosphere, good working
conditions. Apply in person at Fern Terrace
Lodge
EOE

Morningstar Foods is an Affirmative Action/Equal
Opportunits Employer M/F/DN

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY
Complete Formal Wear Headquarters

Or.

Computer
Connection
403 Sycamore - 752-0436
Computer Sales/SerAce

Does Your Policy Pay 100% ot
the Deductibles?

....aammar
5040.,a
NOUS
''.
Mo,n.s KY 171.0611144as-rOft
620.31174757
,470,7504000

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

All erasers Trarportstion • Airport Service • l'ertieted Drivers

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
"How To Protect A Lifetime
Of Savings"
*14.4% is guaranteed on first year
money.

150
Articles
For Sale
07 Hot tub, brand new
in package. 6-7 person, lots of lets, digital,
ozoneator, water fall,
cover. retail $7.300.
must
sell $3,600.
(573)300-1031
CINDERELLA prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
STRAW for sale. $2.50
bale. 227-7352,
753-4582

Pre-Arningonent Specialist
Avoid inflationary cost.
Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.
Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

201 S. 3r4 • Murray, KY 42071
Terry Isaacs/Karen Isaacs, Owners
ItitIchamAial FralherssRovarl

ai

1.800-585-6033
TRAVIS ASPHALT

226-9398
492-8191
Tt4 Uc 8511393• KV LKOCE00221 ME9637

Serving West KY & West TN For 23 Years ,

Call Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
at 753-1916
and place your ad today!
150

150
Articles
For Sale

150
Articles
For Sale

ELIZABETHAN 60" rol
rim cast iron claw foo
tub, excellent condi
lion, $2,000 OBO
46" 8HP pull behind
bush
hog
mower,
$350
White ZTR 60" 18HP
mower, $500 OBO
270-489-2086,
270-293-6305

SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE.
FREE DVR or HD
upgrade. FREE 6
months of HD programming
w/HD
upgrade. Get months 3
FREE of HBO &
Cinemax.
Programming starts at
$29.99 per mo. + $5.00
HD Televisions
for local networks. Call
Come by Olympic Beasley Antenna &
Plaza to see Our selec- • Satellite for more info.
lion of HD televisions. 759-0901 or toll free:
Flat screen Plasma & 877-455-0901
LCDs. Rear Projection
also. LG, Toshiba,
Calloway County
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection -sctonal History
Family History
of entertainment cenBooks
ters & TV carts.
Beasley Antenna &
759-4938
Satellite. 759-0901
753-2350
TANNING Bed:
A
Sunvision Pro 28 LE.
Bought new in 2003.
Commercial size in
excellent
condition.
Call 753-4471.

Articles
For Sale
NEW pool table, never
used. r-slate, solid
wood, carved legs, felt,
acc. package, retails
$4,500, selling for
$1,500, must
sell
(573)300-1031

no IIIROVIIIIVP90042
ADECCO: JOB FAIR
We will be hosting this event for LIGHT INDUSTRIAL on Thursday Positions available in Murray,
Mayfield and Paducah. To participate apply on line Or
eapp.adecco.com. rip code 42001. then call 800-4039970 for further instructions DRUG SCREEN/BACKGROUND SCREEN WILL BE REQUIRED.

Full-time/Part-time RN for busy
medical practice. Must be licensed
in the state of Kentucky. Will need
good phone, organizational and
people skills. Must be willing to
work a flexible schedule. Please
send resume and cover letter to:
P.O. Box 1040-F, Murray, KY 42071

igalAppliances

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
2002 Fleetwood 16x80
3BR 2BA. Northern
insulated, extra nice
270-489-2525

WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Murray

(270) 753-1713
I.

9

BargamS

VENTLESS fireplace
for natural gas, never
been used. $250.00
753-8087 leave message

subscribe to the

MURRAY

LEDGER&TimEs

PEPS/ MIDAMERICA

Rome Delivery
Local Mail
4( alk..,
$28.00
3 mo.
3
me.
-$33.00
$52.50
6 mo.
$60.00
6 mo.
$99.00
1 yr.
1 yr.

OPEN INTERVIEWS
•Sesturday SAM-NOON
Now hiring local Murray positions
AM or PM Merchandising Position
Pepsi MidAmenca is seeking local enthusiastic individuals to work at the
store level and help build customer relations. Job requires maintenance of
in-store shelf space. inventory and displays Jobs require own transportation and requires lifting of 20 lbs Must work some week-ends and nights

Rest of KY/TN
Buchan.,
$70.50
3 me.$90.00
6 me
yr.---.--$120.00
I Check

Territory Zeiss Representativos
Pepsi MidAmenca is accepting applications from qualified candidates for
a full time position in the sales execution of Pepsi products with a
Bachelors degree or 2 years of sales experience.
At Pepsi MidAmerica we otter 401k, Defined Pension Plan. Health
Insurance Paid Vacation, and opportunity for advancement,

Visa

MA'

Name
I St. Address _
I
City
Zip

I State
_

Mail this coupon with pa merit to

NV 02025
Osonron.
derVf
8:7
15:71 II5 Nuryili
P 1.1 1tP
Attn: IllsMary 10100,
(2101522-5008
aimitenhrtgplopf0000aenerleacorn

opportunity amptoyor

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo.
$75.00
$96,00
6 mo.
$145.00
I yr.

Money Order

I Daytime Ph _

Pepsi 2001iinfOrilas hi Oft owed

1967 Chevrolet 2 ton
grain truck. No dump
bed. 489-2790

FIREWOOD for sale:
pick-up or delivery.
Call for prices.
(270)293-1357 or
(270)559-1424

r

•Mondoy-Priday 9PM-4PM

Adecco

Appliance
& Electrical Repair
Hazel, KY 42049

Paving - Sealcoating - Hauling

270-753-2279

Whirlpuol

ugbes25

All Types of Refuse Service

Tony Travis

2-11-7;3-2411

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

Call Ron Sallin (Agent)
Phone (270)759-1565
Cell (270)210-2533

AN11GUES, Call Larry
753-3633

GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges.
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109

- PREPLANNING ()atlas Willoughby

•No risk to principal because it is guaranteed
'The rate is subject to change so call now
(270)210-2533
It you have, 401-K, 403-B, Stocks, Mutual
Funds, CD's or other retirement investments.

MOM COMPUTERS
A. Certified
Technician
Service/ repairs.
759.3556

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $992 on Part A, $131 on
Part B lull rne for more information
FREE liELF Di CLAIM RUNG FOR MY CLIENTS

Newatung Semen
&leptp

BUYING old U.S. coin
and pocket knife collections. 2934999

Lou V. McGary

Limousines & Vans

LMsr

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235

INSURANCE

• labpOot

Commercial Waste
Disposal

[
1111Comeuters

Murray, Kentucky

COSMETOLOGIST
opening: MondayFnday. $10 hour, full
time with 401k, vacation & medical benefits. Fax resume to
270-444-0389

Call us we oat/ be
glad to help
6turr3y Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

WORKING
parents
seeking experienced,
fulVpart-time day care
provider for newborn. If
interested, please call
293-4479 after 5PM.
References
are
required.

CLEANING houses. 20
years experience.
270-759-9553
WILL clean
houses/offices
Please call 293-5806

Murray, KY 42071

Morningstar Foods offers an excellent
benefits package with a competitive
salary.

HELP WANTED
Part/Full time -flexible
schedule- 7 days a
week
$9hr after paid training
Benefits
1-888-974-JOBS
TO79100207
PART time appointment setters needed
$7.00 hour, plus bonus
753-3920

STEVEN G. Sacora,
CPA/CFP Firm seeks
Staff Accountant.
Benefits include 4-day
work week. Email
resume to
steve0sacora.com.

Advertising Sales Position

AVON: start today.
Earn and save for the
holidays Part and fulltime help needed.
877-420-6567
BUSY- orthopaedic
office looking for casting tech and x-ray tech.
Please send resume to
P.O. Box 1055, Murray.
KY 42071.

FULL-TIME office help,
bookkeeping
basic
work. Monday-Friday
Experience and references preferred.
759-5850

NOW taking applica
Ions for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
n person at Sonic
Drive-in, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.

VISA

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 763-1916
I.

•'
'

CLASSIFIEDS

48 • Monday. October 22, 2007

Auction
Land
plvm

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
I 5115 Diuguid Orise • Murray, KY 42071

IUD I-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

111(.1111 1.141111( 11\1 '111 Al lit \ 1111

NOW LEASING
1 2 8 3bedroorn Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
11)0 11 800-6486056

NICE 3br. 2ba on 1.4
acre only $45,900 now
Lynn Grove Call Diana
it 270-703-2885 MTG
Real Estate
Homes For Rent
14X60 2BR 2BA $400.
703-4768
?BR 28A. nice large
yard, $450 month.
Cornerstone Really 8
Rental 781-RENT
SMALL 2BR in country.
References required.
759-1837

1 5 2 bdr apts No
pets. Leave a men,
sage. 270-753-1970
1 OR 28r apts near
Murry
downtown
starting at $200/mo
753-4109
IBR $250 month Call
Cornerstone Realty 8
Rental 761-RENT.

Ai&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7888

1I30 irdw utilities, no
pets, $2457mo.
753-3949
1BR with appliances.
Some utilities paid.
$300 per month plus
deposit. 752-0456
1BR, various locations.
5200-$300. Coleman
RE 753-9898
2 ,,or 313R, emotes.
CI14/11. 1 or MN ase
/53.1252 day, 7530608 nagint, 781-3684

BO(

I. SS

SFII.F.%l0I-( UIABxttaPlac*leo
Hwy I2IN. across troll
Nautical Ovate
2711-7.•sH- 555:7i
•sI NA
FOR Rant
Float aRV stor age
12x36
11x12 tie doors
Monthly/ arty rates
(270)978-0559

?BR - IBA duplex.
Appliances. Peggy Ann
Dr 270-753-0259

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
1270) 753-6266
Lull (270) 293-4183
9am 4prn M-F

.d3R Apt 52
-71---.
?BR house $375
:53-3415
2BR apt. No pets.
Lease 8 deposit Rent:
Security
$500.
Deposit. $500 1604
Miler Ave
270-519-2699
Cluplex. nice.
RIPC/14/A. appliances furnished. Various locations Coleman RE
753-9898

&I. RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located .11720 S 4th St

270-436-54%
270-293-6906

48R 28A all appliances, central H/A.
Coleman RE 753-9896
.)..
DUPLEX apartment.
Like new, located in
Carport,
Northwood
200 all applianceit
with gas heat and central air. 8575 ow
month Phone
753-3018

MURRAY Store 'no
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753.7538
PREMIER
MINISTORAGIE
*Made climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
-Safe & clean
-We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

DUPLEX. 2-BR, I 12
bath.all appliances
5525/mu 436 5685
DUPLEX 1300A
Valleraood De
$400/mo.759-9920 Of
293-1448

Farkas

EXCEPTIONALLY
Noe, large 1 bedroom,
unfurnished ($345) All
appliances including
washer and dryer
270 759 5885 Of
270-293- 7085
_
NICE 28111 duplex.
Carport No pets.
227-3054 Or 753-7457
14.1E One bedro0-en
apt 400 South 16th
1275 month Animal
allowed Jerry
293-2072
VERY nice
n•illi university. AS
appliances FunalWet
$750 month OA
4411vigff 752-0113

f LORIST Glf T Shop
tor sate Cali
270-293-2375

or*VO4*

\IMO

4

Naval Special Warfare
Command: SEAL Team 2
11979-1984) }
limit)
0 Only $11 per spot •(one person per photo, 20 word
Double spots: $18 • )40 word limit)

MURRAY
Courtsquare. Prima
imam location for rant
or lean. Over 1600 sig
ft. Avoid* Nov 2007
(N6)P06-51112
OFFCE or retall space
avalIMIN Porte location 753-2905,
?93-1480

*All Size Units
Available
*Now Have
Climate Control

753-31153

Bring payment, Moo. this form. along inth a see-addressed stamped
envoi:vie dunng Aar hours Mon -En 730AM-500PM or mail to Murray
Ledger and Times Attn Clasereeds P0 Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071
In Honor or In Memory (circle one)

Rank.

HEIL DITATIE
ct (TIOA

Branch of Service:
Date of Service.

A di -iscSi.r its Latta Ktirketing Vlcrt/r I'r,fg,saclrial A irc-fraiirSeirtf tri
3855 Si. RI. 45 North • Mayllold, KY 112066
(2/0)'/41-3253 • 800 380 4318
Visit out' WeibsilIm: vow milarrisauctions.cum

Message :

1:13

,4

ATTEIMON
FIRST TIME
HOME BUYERS IL
REAL ESTATE
INYESTERS

5 to 295 acres Wes
Possibe
Calloway
owner financing 489message
2116. leave

Saturday Oct. 27'h 2007
0) 10:00 AM
°CATION:6565 & 6620 State Route 94 Laal,
Sedalia, KY (Tri-City). Signs Posted!!

Homes Fee Saki
1112
[

Reget.:itgt.e:,
6565 STMT. ROIJIT 94 FAS-1.*
Being A 2 bedroom. I Bath Home
Featuring large living ROOT,
Kitchen, Hardwood Floors & Nice
I Car Garage. Situated On A 911
x 240. Si,, I.....

(4,20 S IAIT ROUTE 94 LAS I • Hong
A 2 Bechnom I Beth Alununum Siding
!Ionic Featuring Living Room. Utility
Room. Breakflut Area. I Ca Carpet.
Other Feanins Include I lardwood Floors
& A Concrete Drive. All Settled On A
s lilY Sint lot Douce Is Ready To

or Lots in Tri-City!
\IA)

GREAT LocAnow CLOSE TO MAYFIELD
JUST MINUTES FROM MURRAY, KY ON 1111111Y. 94 EAST.

REAL ESTATE - ANTIQUES - FURNITURE - GLASSWARE - TOOLS
FURNITURE- Cad. I heat 2 I runks. Steel Wanirobr. Drop hut 'able. Annh
IV. Metal Storagu. Cabinets. Maple Hutsh. twits !birch. Dialog
ROOT table or/ 6 Chairs, Wooden Pantry. Siniter St-wing S4.hone & Ca(,inet.
annana Chem Type Forezer. Corner Hutch, Full Size Solid arlspk Bedroom
Suite (Bed.(hewer. Cluat Of Drawers & Night Stand). Bassett hill Size Bed
we alum Of Drawers & Dresser. Recliners. 2(.04fthea. lose Seat. offer
I shle af End Tables. Window Unit. Fianna Bike. Microwave( art. Quilt..
I

GLASSWARE/MISC.- Cake Plates. Blender. Lamps. Elioltware, tookte jars.
( Jalsfel Set. Cana Puts. Iron Skillets, Pyres Bowls, orelle Dishes. 'topper
y. Aft 11,111, tamp.. Mirrors. Figurines. Hand Painted Plates. Flower Vase. Salt
Shakers, Book..
TOOLS/MOWERS SUP Snippet Riding Mower, Push Mower. Front lines
(.zurt. Wises.' Barrow. Electric Weed IK/alff, Step ladders. Hand
I diet. Old Golf
Garden ftmls Wash Tuba,
Do11 asain, Doll Stands. Doll Reds.
DOLLS/DOLL ACCESSORIES 250
I
I'is IS.. I fat i4
Malan, in SO IN, Make `low Inspenion• lase
10IS,. (14 5t, Aurae Will lir Ilevesred t,, Sign A 14,51 Pra..1 Kent ll'eiver Yoe Ala, View
I"-' ,onr Pretie '14) The kuctitin Ihre t onieuns I h,adinig agent, A lip.
Pwe
Aisi lislist<sl In
Re Added to Eke tioa
aut.
(hi .4 sale. k iih Norm 1.1
19
rktWERTY: i wki

HARR"s

ti(Tins
IA al

e
A I • .5 • I on Mr.1•60.111, SOCO eri,,temi weenie/ Ak.r.f.r55•
3111111 II RI .11, North • matilMit KY 41011
Hoe
•
6084118
.32113
247
1710)
.
man am- Weiesste: www.marrisamcliness.earn

Cceraiwical Prop For Rantl
VERY nice commercial
building for lease in
Over
Murray area
8.800 S F Great for
"cos,
restauretail.
rant, or any kind of
business Has parking
lot, central hie, and
system
security
$1.800/mo
270-293-9349

3 bedroom 2 1/2 bath C/H/A on
corner lot in Crossfield Sub.
Remodeled, very nice.
753-2905 • 270-293-8595

2 Basset Hounds, In
color gorgeous. $275
270-875-2805
DACHSHUND.
Miniature Doberman
fIlla puppies 9 weeks
old, $50
270-474-9722
DOG Obedience
435-2858.

1994 Sooner 4 horse
slant all aluminum
horse trailer New tires
great condition Call
753-2905 or 293-8595

1 lit i Iii it sl •
ui

I Ill Minn.

‘11

4 "'Willow

2-11 'Id MI

Murray Ledger& Dates Fur
Howie' Ad Nance
esti* &berated twin
us alblird to dr Federal Pia
ESaising 1,1 &WI nub" it
aro •i, advertmi airs prnrmen limitation or ..lismminatsc ftace.1 de rat coke mliDTI VS Kandvap Iamoa, tar
tut or arms& omen or inten
air to male ins tura Fester
erk-rinwueura 4nutatiois
don

1.96 ACRE WATERFRONT with dock
built' KY Lake
$69.900 Only one,
Call owner
615-515-5550
PRIME lakefront, lake
Hew and access
acreogini at bargain
pricers
kytakasabi corn Of
call 800-704-3154

State Wes lothd darnminatim
in the salr, arta a adwreeng
ut RI("tart toed an factors in
addition to those protected
under ward tee
era sal Intsinnich artrpt ins
&herniae tor aa:now which
is nit urn waxen a tie Ise All
pima art herein informed
that all &whop icherserd to
neater Si Si ecal apparelnes bass
for tweet anima with Fax
Housing Adverbial aquaeanti contact SAA Camel
Pere P 1.61sa. MO)516.10X

ANN

1 5, acres. well see
tic. 94 East. left on 464
2 miles air nght Justin
Tnpp 293-9569
5 acre residennaacomMurray
mercial.
978-1880
$65.000
REAtae
Mark Frednck
PEA
LAKE Bargain? 1.
am Who access vnth
trim boat sips
$229.900 Great tams
Call 800-704-3154

-.0

Name of Veteran:
C

3BR 1.5BA brick home
mmaculate move-in
$114,900
Condition
1116 Fairlane
270-293-4602
EXECUTIVE home in
Murray. unique design
with all amenities. 1
acre wooded lot,
replacement cost
$500,000 a, sale price
$316,000 by owner
(270)753-9686
FOR Sale/Lease: 3BR
2BA lakefront property
w/ dock. 2-1/2 car
garage WI apt.
270-759-9046.
270-978-3953
!NINO lal/A1
El 11 I Ii till!

,
is 4, wail% 4.1,1111
elf % ., .411%4,t..44,In

Your Name

Used Cars
2003 Impala, tinted
windows, stock CD
player, power seats
and power locks with
remote entry. $5,800.
293-5404
1977 Rolls Royce
Silver Wraith II. Good
condition. Will take
best offer within next 2
weeks. 731-247-5643

LAKE Area - $27.500
- two bedroom weekender- storm cellar detached building with
electricity - Call
Connie 0 CENTURY
21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors 753-1492
MUST Sell' Priced
under appraisal, 3
bdr/2 bath. 2,800a
sq.ft., 3 stall garage
270-227-6850
NEW 3BR, 2-Bath,
2,430 sq ft w/1,730 sq
ft living area Misty
Meadows Subdivision
in Oaks Country Club
Area 293-1681 or 2930234
OPEN House &
Attendance Pnze
Drawing Monday
10/22/07 from 500 to
7 00 PM 3 bedroom.
Brick Home with Large
work shop1687
Brewers HWY, Hardin
KY Mark
Frednck RE/MAX
RE A 270-978-1880

i

llinkas Full

hudat
1998 Dodge 1500 king
cab. 4WD. tilt, cruise.
sic phv, pet now Wes,
$7.500 OBO
759-1369
94 Chevy 1500, 350
V8, 200,000 miles
761 4846

L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Maniruring.
landsraping &
Leal Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed
753-1816 727-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc
Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
funk 8 tree work

A-i Joe's Mower
repair pick-up, delivery 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044

F

2005 black Mercury
Manner. V6. 4x4.
blackAan interior,
clean Senous
'nowise only 21MPG
227-1879. 492-8017

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE a PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

Call 753-5606
latat,Midis

2002 Nissan Xterra
4WD. 63.xxx miles.
condition,
excellent
$10.200 759-3900

Calhoon Construction, MC
General Contracting
Commercial I Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work 8 Track
hoe

NEED A
METAL ROOF?
CALL
(270)752-0414
Ask forDarren
NIghtengale

Calloway

NEED HELP?

Trash Service

Handyman Services
All remodeling.
No job too small.
Free estimates.
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511

•AUTOMATED BILLING
•CONTAINERS AVAIL
•RATES STARTING AT
El 5/M0
7414740 293-4045
CATHY'S
Wallpapering,
Painting, Cleaning
270- 227-6606
731-498-8904
NADEAU'S
Construction
-Flooring -Decks
'Vinyl siding 'All
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed/Insured
Cleaning
DAVID'S
Service. All external
cleaning. Vinyl, fences,
etc. (270)527-7176
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roofs,
decks
293-5438

Quicker. Better.
Cheape r.

293-8688
RETIRED Carpenter
Start Immediately.
R.L. Woods. 753-9440
THE Murray Ledger
Si Times considers
its sources reliable, ;
but inaccuracies do '
Readers .;
occur.
using this information do so at their
own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned •
herein are believed
to be reputable, The
Murray Ledger
Times, nor any of its
employees accept
any responsibility
whatsoever for their
activities.

FREE

A to B Moving Local
and long distance
moves Call Brian at
270-705-4156

AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry.
additions. decks
Hauling, clean up ;unk
Garage. yards.
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210

14 15 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Phone

S•reces Offered
12111
[
93 Chevy van. 402
South 16th. $2,500
OBO. 293-2072

1270171-.1-110

USED TIRES
2,000 square fee
and
space
office
adpoming 2.000 square
down
test lying Vacs
town 978-0595

Deadline: Ridgy, November 2m1 at 5:00 p.m.

IAI)ItANT
NN ,It()%'1 RI
AI;(: I ION III I D AI
haixamioaiLicon
z
rert
Visite
«
&odium
ElesaRad
Itir
Cal
REAL EsTATF. TERMS: 15% Down Day()1St& FIGIAISILX In 30 Days

11),,te Rea/ Estate Auctiw,

it thr

Aircraft Carrier USS Midway
11978-19791

TRACI;COMBINATION,OR ENTIRE PROPERTY!
BUY
County ESA Fenn e 3610- Having 94.1 Acres Is Czlaail, With Corn Base Of4'3
Payment $1,474.00 dollars.
Acres, Aad Soybean Bair 46.11 Acres, DCP Total 2007 Ann

Ii t_RRIS

Veterans
In Honor of
Tom Berry

//-

(

I' 3.141,2' 31.205, 3 2.552,4'
2.544, 5' 2.525,6'8.697, 7'7.686,
8' 5.435,9' 30.885, 10' 3.214

LSO

November 11, 2007

*

SI'll I. I
‘IiIchell Tn..
I

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming.
Slump grinding. firewood Insured.
489-2839

TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288
Free Cokimn

OPENING

Kingston Auto
Repair &

FREE to a good home
6 year old male tabby
8 3 year old female
are
fixed
Both
declawed 8 had shots,
prefer they go together
Only
lovers
Cat
(270)293-7030
8AM-10PM

100 Cain Drive
Murray, KY

Free Estimates
(270)514-03114

• week!) A special
•locally ownedAsperale0
799-11M•293-2713
293-VU

1, I

I IC k\ Ii...
\sJ'lI \I I
II,uuiluui,_
1111'sN I It SA Is
ii.

2711-753-2279

...WWwerm•- •- •

Free
Pallets
Loading
Dock of
Murray
Ledger &
Times

JOE S 10135

2004 Pontiac Grand
Absolutely
Pnx
loaded Black with tan
leather intorno( Heads
up display 67.000
miles
1
owner
$13.995
270-293-4602

%Turn

AI
6afule Our-

is A TRIBUTE TO VETERAN'S DAY

\\ 111 1 1\1/ IN\ 111 \11

usie Property

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAOI
11111

* it

REAL ESTATE TRACE ACREAGL

340
Houses For Rent
2. 3 & 4BR houses
deposit
&
Lease
required. 753-4109
3BR 1 58A. immaculate condition, extended lease required, no
pets References and
deposit required 1116
Fainane Dr. $750 per
month. 270-293-4602
3BR IBA w/ appliances. No pets. Lease
deposit required.
Rent: $500. Security
Deposit: $500 1310
Sycamore St.
270-519-2699
3BR, 1-172BA. S.W. of
town, large yard, appliances, $700/mo.ix
deposit, references.
NO PETS. 293-0247
3BR. 1BA, Brick, 306
S. 15th. No pets.
$475/mo 759-4826

itr*

BUILDING SITES, MINI FARM
TRACES,GREAT DEER,TURKEY
AND SMALL GAME HUNTING,
PRIME LEVEL CROP(AND,A
ENDOUS TRACE OF LAND
IN CALLOWAY CO.

horses For We I

2006 itix68 Northern
built Fleetwood manufactured home Shingle
vinyl with 10ft front
porch and brick Neale
skirting 2BR. IBA
529,900 or finance for
$1.500 down payment,
5308 monthly
1 800 455-3001

Shrift pri•a. \\..)
oil \lin ray. k

Location: Suggs Rd., Rayburn Rd.& Mayberry La., Lynn Grove,
KY - From Lynn Grove. KY Take Hwy. 893 South (Rayburn Rd.)
3 Miles To Sugp Rd.Then West .3 Miles To Farm. Signs Posted!

t /tic and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Ali
Accepting Applisatinns
Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Murray Ledger & Times

Saturday November 3rd 2007
0 10:00 AM

270-753-8556

I

5....r.5.05•551,555-

•

•••1"

Tree
YEARRY S
Service. Free estimates. Phone
438-2562. 227-0267

5.•

First Come First Serve
Please No
Phone Calls
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Murray Ledger & 'Times

lines

HI years ago
liens held at the Ellis CommuniRon Beaton of WPSD-TV, Pad- ty Center.
was master of ceremonies
Births reported Include a girl
at the Life House banquet held to Mr. and Mrs. Philhp Douglas
at Murray State University. The Hocking, Sept. 30.
apa.It crowd of460 people raised
40 years ago
approximate I y 540,000.
Robert Brelsford, member of
Winners, representing the Mur- New Concord 4-H Club, received
ray Woman's Club, at the State a camera for catching 1,305 fireStudent Contest of the Kentucky flies which were sent to Sigma
Federation of Women's Clubs, were Chemical Company where they
Shannon Shelby, short story. and are used in research for the conElizabeth lxggett, poetry. Both won trol of dreaded diseases.
&25 as ,uniest winners.
Calloway County High School
Murray State University Rac- is holding an open house today,
ers lost 29-8 to Eastern Univer- Oct. 22. from 2 to 3:30 p.m.,
sity in a football game at the Roy according to Principal Howard CritStewart Stadium, Murray.
tenden.
20 years ago
Mr. and Mrs. Buron Jackson
Published is a picture of Mur- were maimed for 50 years Oct.
ray Mayor Holmes Ellis holding 3.
the hand-carved plaque he received
50 years ago
a gift from Major Bo Turner
Marine Sgt. Harry L. Hughes,
during his recent visit to No. 2 son of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Hughranked retirement community by es, is now serving in Kaneoke
Randy McNally. He also received Bay, Hawaii.
a key to the small town in northIn foot ball games, Murray
ern Georgia. Murray was named High School Tigers lost 33-19 to
as the No. 1 retirement conunu- Madisonville and Murray State Colnity in the United States by Rand lege Thoroughbreds won 21-7 over
McNally.
Morehead Eagles.
Births reported include a boy
The Suburban Homemakers
to Laura and Joel Davis. a boy Club was organized at the home
to Brenda and Reggie McNutt and of Mrs. Billie Edmonds on Oct.
a girl to Alpha and Randy Jack- 17.
son, Oct. 16; a girl to Rosanne
60 years ago
Bids were opened by contracand Ray James, Oct. 17; a girl
to Karen and Jimmy Todd, a boy tors for the construction of the
to Teresa and Billy Wade and a proposed new health building at
girl to Jeanetta and Kevin Smith, Murray State College at a meeting of the MSC Board of Regents.
Oct. 19.
Rachel Rowland, Calloway
30 years ago
The National Forensic League County Home Demonstration
has awarded the Calloway Coun- Agent, presented a program on
ty High School Speech Team its -Kitchen Kettle" at a meeting of
coveted National Award for Excel- the Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
lence in Speech.
Rev. Joe Ben Irby is the new
Murray Attorney J. William
Phillips spoke about "Wills and pastor of North Pleasant Grove
Estates" at a meeting of the Mur- Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
ray-Calloway County Senior Cit-

COMICS / FEATURES
Wife's computer affair could
have terminal marriage effect

Monday, October 22, 20/7•5B

Doctor's diet
too restrictive
DEAR DR. G077: I recently had blood work done, and
the results were high (triglyccodes 323), which are in the highnsk area. My doctor told tne
to take alcohol and sugar out
of my diet as well as pasta,
bread, nee,
beans
and
cereal. My
husband and
went on the
Internet and
a
found
of
wealth
information
on triglycbut
erides
found conflicting sugBy
gestions for
Dr. Peter Gott
diet.
Nowhere did we find that the
above foods should be eliminated. As a matter of fact, one
study said that whole-wheat foods
were OK.
We are confused. We have
been following the Mediterranean
diet for years, and my husband
just doesn't want to give up pasta.
I can live without the sugar and
alcohol, but it seems like my
food choices are really limited.
DEAR READER: I am not
in favor of a strict diet to lower
levels of triglycerides, the second-most-common blood fat. I
would first suggest that you and
your husband begin an exercise
program and have your blood
fats measured in about a month.
Continue your Mediterranean
diet. This is a quality-of-life
issue in conjunction with an overly strict diet. Let's try a simpler, less restrictive approach as
the first option.
To give you related informa-

also tells me that Nancy isn't
getting what she needs from
me or is bored with me because
she makes the choice to continually talk with him instead.
I have already told her I want
a divorce based on the premise that 'If marriage is a flame,
she is snuffing it out."
Is this a sound choice on
my part? Doing this is very
djfficult, and it's just begun.
And pes, I am filled with so
About four muchzilmgcr, frustration and rage
months ago, that , it's likd to hold on. -'4D WORDS,
Nancy met a HURT BE
on CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA
guy
My Space.
DEAR HURT: Your wife
He's from is having an emotional affair,
southern and you have every right to
Oklahoma; feel the emotions you're expeBy Abigail
she's from riencing. However, instead of
Van Buren
Dallas. They telling her you want a divorce,
you should have told her you
hit it off right away and are
now self-declared "best buds." wanted marriage counseling to
I don't doubt that they are just see if the two of you could
friends. However, he always iron out your differences. If
says how much he "cares" for it isn't too late, please try it
her. They spend many hours before she leaves for Texas,
a day talking to each other because if she goes, your probon the computer. I have voiced lems will only compound.
I also recommend that you
my concerns, which have been
discuss the situation with your
met with stiff resistance.
Now my wife is planning in-laws and try to enlist their
a trip to Dallas -- where her help. I'm sure they will be
to spend a week less than thrilled to know that
parents live
with them and this guy that she's using her prospective visit
she met online. I don't think as a way of meeting her new
anything is going on now, but "best bud."
•••
I suppose it could happen.
DEAR ABBY: I have
What really bothers me is
the amount of time they spend problem with time. I am always
on the computer and leaving' late, no matter what -- whether
messages for each other when it's to class, to see friends, to
they aren't both on. It leaves the movies. I am early occano time for our marriage. It sionally, but usually I am barely on time or late.
1 have tried giving myself
time frames and everything
House
Maxwell
(Years later,
of New Jersey.
By The Associated Press
else I can think of, but nothIn 1797, French balloonist claimed that Roosevelt had praised
Today is Monday, Oct. 22, the
ing ever works. I have just
this
during
coffee
its
of
cup
a
the
made
295th day of 2007. There are 70 Andre-Jacques Garnerin
started high school, and I want
to
"good
was
it
saying
by
visit
landing
descent,
parachute
first
days left in the year.
to shed the reputation of being
safely from a height of about the last drop.")
Today's Highlight in History:
"the late Miss Suzie." Do you
In 1928, Republican presidenOn Oct. 22, 1962, President 3,000 feet over Paris.
have any suggestions to help
In 1836,Sam Houston was inau- tial nominee Herbert Hoover spoke
John F. Kennedy announced a
prevent my lateness? -- THE
quarantine of all offensive mili- gurated as the first constitutional- of the "American system of rugged
"LATE" MISS SUZIE
tary equipment shipped to Cuba, ly elected president of the Repub- individualism- in a speech at New
DEAR MISS SUZIE: I'm
York's Madison Square Garden.
following the discovery of Sovi- lic of Texas.
In 1934, bank robber Charles
glad you realize that you have
In 1907, President Theodore
et-built missile bases on the island.
to
shot
was
Roosevelt visited The Hermitage, "Pretty Boy" Floyd
a problem, because being
On this date:
In 1746, Princeton University the Nashville, Tenn., home of the death by federal agents at a farm
chronically late is not only
Ohio.
Liverpool,
East
in
Jackson.
was first chartered as the College late President Andrew
evidence of poor time management, it is also rude and
0.
7
0
Fl L.ILI E'
l7.1
Elt
an inconvenience to others.
There is truth to the old saying that when people are kept
waiting, they use the time to
count up the tardy person's
faults.
I do have a suggestion that
has worked for me. Because
you are usually "barely" on time
or late, set your clock 10 minutes ahead. Then "forget" about
it and abide by your clock.
The secret is in the forgetting.

as

DEAR ABBY: My wife,
"Nancy," and I have been married 3 1/2 years. We've always
had our differences -- our taste
in music and movies, and the
fact that she's a social butterfly and I'm not. But we've
always been loving and had
similar goals
and interests
in
other
areas of life.

Dear Abby
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ContractBridge
South dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
•Q 1062
(PK 5 4 2
•1085
#A J
EAST
WEST
•K 7 3
•A J 9 8 5 4
•—
Q 96 3
•9 7 6 3 2
•—
•109 7 5 3
•8 4 2
SOUTH
•—
•Al 1087
•AKQta
1 K Q6
4.
The bidding:
East
North
West
South
Pass
3V
Pass
2 IP
Pass
54
Pass
4•
6•
Opening lead — ace of spades.
This deal was played in a teamof-four championship many years
ago by one of bridge's all-time
greats. I loward Schenken. Ile
became declarer at six hearts after
the auction shown.
Schenken ruffed.West's °pow
spade lead and was heard to mutter.
"Guess I'll have to play it safe" just
belbre playing the ace of hearts at
trick two. After East showed out, the
jack of hearts was led, covered by the
queen and king.

Hear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips.

Next came a heart to the ten,
alter which Schenken was in position
to run his side-suit winners. West
could trump with the nine whenever
he wished, but that would be the only
trick for the defense. The slam was
made without any complications or
fanfare, scoring 1,430 points.
At the other table, the contract
was also six hearts:Again the ace ot
spades was led, and again South
ruffed. But here declarer made the
mistake of next leading slow heart to
the king, and this innocent-looking
play wrecked the contract.
Mbar Last showed out, South led
a trump to the ace and then played
the jack (it would have made no difference if he had played the jack on
the previous trick). West took his
queen and returned a spade, forcing
South to ruff with his last trump —
the ten --- and establishing West's
nine as the setting trick.
Schenken's ace-of-hearts play at
trick two guaranteed the slam regardless of whether East or West had all
four missing trumps. Had West rather
than East shown out when the ace
was led, Schenken would next have
conceded the jack to East's queen.
If East now returned the king of
spades, declarer would trump with
the eight and cash the ten. A club to
the ace followed by the king of
hearts, drawing East's last trump,
would then have clinched the slam.

Tomorrow: Go with the odds.
King I eaturts Syndicaie Inc
C2007

Crosswords
39 Work force
41 Bradley or
Sneed
42 Watch winder
43 Directors
45 Links goal
46 Kook
48 Abolish
51 Prince Val's
son
52 Misprint
54 How — things?
55 Complain
constantly
56 Wallop
57 Young goat
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tion. I am sending you a copy
of my Health Report "Understanding Cholesterol."
DEAR DR. GOTT: As a
org of 73 years, have been
ttakingnin
diphenhydranune
(Benadryl) for several years as
a sleep aid with no apparent
side effects. An article in the
AARP bulletin states "...diphenhydratnine is mostly bad news
because its adverse effects are
amplified in older people." Further, the lead author concludes
that diphenhydramine "... is a
horrible choice (for seniors) —
I almost can't think of anything
worse."
What is your position on the
matter? I am sure millions may
be using Benadryl as I have.
DEAR READER: In some
senior citizens, Benadryl can
cause confusion, forgetfulness
and other adverse side effects.
I no longer encourage my patients
to use the drug. Unfortunately,
there is no equally effective substitute. Some people who have
never reacted badly to Benadryl
choose to continue the medicine despite the bad publicity.
If you feel uncomfortable
continuing the Benadryl despite
your success, I recommend that
you speak with your physician,
who may have newer informasuggestions. Like
or
tion
Benadryl,some prescription sleep
aids are also receiving poor marks
for increased side effects in the
older population. Melatonin is
one of the few sleep aids that
has not been put down recently. You may wish to try this
option. It can be purchased over
the counter in most pharmacies
and vitamin sections of grocery
stores.
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WOW, ANN,
LOOK,PAVE...
YO(J'RE RIGHT
WHAT A
CREEPY 01.-P
HOUSE

ANN AND
DAVE,WE
HARDLY
KNEW YE

WELL,
LET'S
GO IN

1 Hobby. slangily
4 Strange
9 Bask in the sun
12 Aussie Jumper
13 Groovy'
14 Olsen of
vaudeville
15 Grads
17 A-frame
19 Horse
command
29 Doorbell sound
21 Went
for the gold
23 Sunshine at
24 Henry VIII's
house
27 Winding curve
28 Edict
30 Fish choice
31 Giants org
32 Exterior
34 Baton Rouge
loc
35 Unheanng
37 Snakes do
38 — vous pla t
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Half a bikini
E-mail provider
Overcharges
Bancroft
of films
5 Wahines
welcome
6 Hawkeye st
7 Draw
with a laser

1
2
3
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Answer to Previous Puzzle
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8 Pitcher's dream
game (hyph )
9 Spanish city
10 Pub pint
11 Make after
taxes
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16 Avg size
18 Divert
20 Doesn't
go with
21 Markets
22 Dot in a river
23 Temper
tantrums
25 Dragon
puppet
26 Domain
28 Dr — Manchu
29 Even
32 Volunteer
33 Ministers deg
36 Exclaiming
over
38 Run of luck
40 Grows dim
42 Drain.
as energy
44 Student's
quarters
45 Expense
account
46 Pale
47 Epoch
48 Fabled bird
49 Jackie's
tycoon
50 Was in front
53 Pharaohs god
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FARM BUREAU FLORIDA
FRUIT PROGRAM
The f011owing is a list of Florida fruits and nuts available through Farm Bureau.
Vadline order date is Oct. 31. Call the county office, 753-4703, or send this form
P.O. Box 469, Murray, KY 42071 no later than Oct. 31.
Telephone No,

rom

QUANTITY

Zip Code

City

rect Address

PRICE

DESCRIPTION
Navel Oranges,4/5 Bushel

$16.00

Red Grapefruit, 4/5 Bushel

$16.00

Hamlin (Juice)Oranges

$16.00

Orlando Tangelos 4/5 Bushel

$16.00

"Sunburst" Tangerines, 2/5 Bushel

$14.00.

Holiday Gift Trio, 1/2 Bushel (Oranges. Grspefnut b Agraks)

$1750

Premium Variety Pack 8 Navel, 12 Grapefruit 4 Apples, 4 Pears

$14110

Orange juice - Super Concentrate, 24/12 Oz. Cans

$.39.00

Lemonade Concentrate, 24/12 Oz. Cans

$19.00

Southern Fned Skinless Peanuts, 12/20 Oz. Cans

$33.50

)
.
Southern Fried Skinless Peanuts,6/2 Lb. Cans NEWEL

$27.00

Southern Fried Redskin Peanuts, 12/200z. Cans

$33.50

Honey Krunch Peanuts, 12/11 Oz. Cans

$27.00

Peanut Brittle Bites, 12/12 Oz.Cans

$3050

Butter Toffee Peanuts, 12/12 oz. Cans

$27.130

Mixed Nuts(50% Peanuts),6/2 Lb. Cans

$49.50

Peanut Gift Pack.(6/3 pkg. per case)

$46.50

Dry Roast(No-Salt) Peanuts, 12/16 Oz. Jars

$27.00

Select Whole Cashews, 12/1 Lb. Cans

$63.00

Chocolate Covered Pecans, 12/1 Lb Pkgs

$72.00

Select Shelled Pecan Halves, 12/1 Lb Pkgs

$72.00

Roasted, Buttered & Salted Pecans, 12/1 Lb. Pkgs

$72.00

lioney Roasted Pecans, 12/1 Lb. Pkg

TOTAL
PRICE

. $72.00

Chocolate Nut Gift Pack,6/2 Can packs(10 oz. chocolate
covered cashews & 10 oz. chocolate covered almonds) ....$46.50
Roasted Almonds, 12/9 Oz. Cans

$40.00

Orange Blossom Dirt Squad, 12/1 Quart Squeeze Bottles ...$37.00
Orange Blossom Dirt Squad. 4 I Gallon Inits-4 Pump. Case . . $43.00

Please return this form by October 31 to:
Calloway Co. Farm Bureau, P.O. Box 469, Murray, KY 42071.
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PLEASE JOIN US...
FOR A COMMUNITY PROGRAM

"Students in
Cyberspace"
Would you like to know how to BETTER PROTECT
YOUR CHILDREN from online predators?
How about understanding the POSITIVES AND
NEGATIVES OF THE INTERNET?

Dr. Darby Dickerson
Vice President and Dean,
Professor of Law
Stetson University College of Law
An expert in cyberspace safety, Dr. Dickerson
will discuss the ins and outs of internet use.
We hope you'll join us for what is expected
to be an extremely informative night
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Monday, October 22
6:30 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Curds Center Ballroom
(Program includes question and answer time with Dr. Dickerson)

Student tievanunent Assad/Mon(SGA)• Coalition tor Alcohol Risk Education (CARE)
Callowly County Allince tor Subelmist Abase Prevention(CC-ASAP)
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